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ABSTRACT

In this workI have tried to explorethe potential ofray theoreticalmigrationand forward
modelling techniquesfor the Joint - albeit not synoptic - Interpretation of deep seismic
reflectionand refractiondata. Simple analyticalconsiderations show that for the velocities
and traveltimes relevant for deep seismic reflectiondata migrationdisplacements easily
exceed 5 km vertically and 10 km laterally. This implies that virtuallyevery deep seismic
reflectionprofileneeds to be migrated and that a minimum profilelength of at least some
30 to 50 km is requiredto allow structuralInterpretation at greater depths. Estimates of
the influence of uncertaintiesin velocity upon migrationshow that the error in the average
velocity must not exceed 0.2 km/s at Moho depth in order to allow a meaningful
comparison of the reflectivityimaged by normal-incidence profiling and the crustal

velocity structureinferredfrom seismic wide-angledata. Conventionalmigrationschemes
based on the Solution of the scalar waveequationrarely produce satisfying results when
applied to deeper crustal data. An extensive review of the corresponding algorithms
shows why these methods are highly sensitive to lateral velocity variations as well as to

the short, laterally discontinuousreflectionsegments and high noise levelsin conjunction
withthe high velocities and long travel times characteristic of deep seismic reflectiondata.
These problemscan be largely overcome by ray theoreticaldepth migrationof digitised
line drawings. As a case study the individual deep seismic reflection profiles of the
eastern (ET) and southern(ST) traverses across the Swiss Alps, which were acquired as
part of the National Science FoundationProgram 20 (NFP20), have been combined

along the course of the European Geotraverse (EGT). The resulting reflectivity
distribution was simultaneously depth migrated with the contours of the smoothed,
laterally consistent velocity field obtainedby the reinterpretationof the seismic wide-angle
profiles running parallel to the strike of the Alpine are. This led to an overall excellent
agreement betweenthe most prominent reflectivity patterns and the strengest wide-angle
reflections, which is considered to be an important criterion for successful migration.
Assumingthat the result of this migrationrepresents an unbiased acoustic image of the

present-day tectonic configuration of the crust below the central Alps low-angle
subduetion of the lower crust and uppermostmantle of the European plate below the
Adriatic promontory ofthe Africanplate is clearlydepicted. Orogenic crustalthickening is

interpreted to arise from the stacking of nappes onto the European upper crust and from

wedging of the European and Adriatic middle crusts. At least part of the south-vergent
upper crustal thrusting in the Southern Alps can be aecounted for by the inferred
northward downbendingof the Moho and lower crust ofthe Adriatic plate.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Anwendungder geometrischen Strahltheorie aufdie

Migration und Modellierung des Laufzeitverhaltens von krustenseismischenDaten. Das
Ziel hierbei ist, durch das Verständnisder theoretischen Beziehungenzwischen Wellen-
und Strahltheorie sowiedurch die Charakterisierungdes zu betrachtenden seismischen
Datenmaterials die kombinierte - wiewohl nicht synoptische - Interpretation von

reflexions- und refraktionsseismischenDaten zu verbessern. Einfache analytische
Betrachtungen des Migrationsvorganges zeigen, dass bei den für die kontinentale Kruste
relevanten Laufzeitenund Kompressionswellengeschwindigkeiten der Migrationsweg5
km in der vertikalen und 10 km in der horizontalenRichtungoft übersteigt. Einerseits
bedeutet dies, dass für eine aussagekräftigeInterpretation von reflexionsseismischen
Daten deren vorgängige Migration eine conditio sine qua non darstellt, und andererseits,
dass Profillängenvon wenigerals 30 bis 50 km für krustenseismischeUntersuchungen
wenig sinnvoll sind. Wiederum ausgehend von analytischen Betrachtungen lässt sich der
Einfluss von Fehlern in der Parametrisierung des Geschwindigkeitsfeldes auf den

Migrationswegabschätzen. Dabei ergibt sich, dass für einen aussagekräftigenVergleich
zwischen der aus refraktionsseismischenDaten abgeleiteten Geschwindigkeitsstruktur
und der durch die Migration erhaltenen Reflektivitätsverteilung die Unsicherheitin der
mittleren KrustengeschwindigkeiteinenWert von 0.2 km/s nicht überschreiten sollte. Die

gängigen,vornehmlich von der Erdölindustrie entwickeltenMigrationsverfahrenbasieren
auf der numerischen Lösung der skalaren Wellengleichung für die Rand- und

Anfangswerte der gemessenen seismischen Daten. Eine eingehende Betrachtung der

gebräuchlichstenMigrationsalgorithmen zeigt, dass diese generell sensibel auf laterale

Änderungen der Geschwindigkeit sowie Insuffizienzen der Anfangs- und

Randbedingungen, wie z.B. geringes Verhältnis von Nutz- zu Störsignal und

unvollständigeRegistrierungdes reflektiertenWellenfeldes,reagieren. Hierbei erweist
sich, dassmit der Genauigkeit eines Migrationsalgorithmusin Bezug auf die Lösung der
skalaren Wellengleichungauch dessen Empfindlichkeit gegenüberden obengenannten
Phänomenenzunimmt.Damit lassen sich einerseitsdie wohlbekanntenProblemebei der
Migration von krustenseismischenReflexionsdatenerklären, und andererseits wird klar,
dass wenig Hoffnung besteht, ausgehend von der Wellentheorie Algorithmen zu

entwickeln, die diese Probleme grundsätzlichlösen. Die Migration der beobachteten
Laufzeiten basierend auf der geometrischen Strahltheorie, einer groben
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Hochfrequenzapproximationder Wellentheorie,stellt daher zur Zeit und wohl auch in
absehbarerZukunft für krustenseismischeReflexionsdatendie praktikabelste Lösung dar.

Als Fallstudie wurden die Reflexionsprofile der Ost- und Südtraverse des
Nationalen Forschungsprogramms 20 (NFP 20) "Geologische Tiefenstruktur der
Schweiz" betrachtet.Die für die Migrationbenötigte Geschwindigkeitsinformationergab
sich durch eine lateral geglättete Reinterpretation der parallel zum alpinen Streichen
verlaufenden Refraktionsprofile. Die Reflexionsprofilewurden entlang des alpinen
Segments der EuropäischenGeotraverse (EGT) kombiniert und strahlentheoretisch
tiefenmigriert. Dies führte zu einer generell guten Übereinstimmung zwischen den
dominierendenReflektivitätsmuSternund den über den gesamten Zentralalpenbogen
hinweg lateral kontinuierlich verfolgbaren Weitwinkelreflexionen. Das resultierende
akustische Bild der Erdkruste unter den Zentralalpenreicht in eine Tiefe von 60km und
weistdeutlich auf die etwa 15 Grad nach Süden geneigteSubduktion der unterenKruste
und des oberstenMantels der europäischenunter die afrikanische Platte hin. Die orogene
Verdickung der alpinen Kruste lässt sich einerseits durch die Stapelung von

Kristallindeckenin der Oberkruste der europäischen Platte und andererseits durch ein
Ineinanderschieben der Mittelkrusten der europäischen und afrikanischen Platten
interpretieren. Das nordvergenteAbtauchender Unterkrusteder afrikanischen Plattekann
die beobachtete südvergente Verkürzung der Oberkruste in den Südalpen zumindest
teilweiseerklären.



1. INTRODUCTION

Reflection seismology was developed in the 1920s and by the 1930s was being used on a

large scale for oil exploration(cf. Sheriff and Geldart 1983; Robinson 1983). Various

geometric transformation schemes to make the picked travel times of the observed
reflections more accessible to geological Interpretationhave been in use since the early
beginnings. These transformation techniques were labelled with the pictorial name
migration as their purpose was to move or migrate the apparent positions of the
reflections on the recorded seismic time sections to their true position in space. This

terminology survivedthe advent of digital signal processingin the 1960s and early 1970s
despite the fact that it became evident that the migration process represents a

boundary/initial value problem to the scalar wave equation aiming at extrapolating the
observed seismic wavefield backthrough the imaged medium (cf. Claerbout 1970, 1971;
Claerboutand Doherty1972).

The purpose of this work is to illuminate the potential of ray theoretical migration
and forward modelling methods for the Joint - albeit not synoptic - Interpretationof deep
seismicreflection and refraction data. As a case study I have chosen the deep seismic
reflectionprofiles across the eastern and southernSwiss Alps, which were shot as part of
the Swiss National Science Foundation Program 20 "Geologische Tiefenstrukturder
Schweiz"(NFP20) (cf. Schweizerische Arbeitsgruppe für Reflexionsseismik 1988; Frei
et al. 1989). The major advantages of this dataset are the well-studiedsurface geology
and tectonics, the possibility to extrapolate gross structures observed at the surface to

depths of 10 km due to the eastward axial plunge of the Alpine structural grain (cf.
Pfiffner et al. in press) and the unsurpassed wealth of complementary geophysical
information,particularly seismic wide-angle profiles (cf. Mueller et al. 1980). The

disadvantagesof the NFP20deep seismic reflectiondata are the commonly low signal to

noise ratio (S/N) and their fragmentation into sometimesvery short and laterally offset

profiles.
As already indicated migration is kind of an unfortunateterm not only because it

fails to describe the underlying physics of the process but also because it is restrictedto
the repositioningpart sensu strictu. Therefore I have decided to use the term Image
reconstruction instead of migrationin the title. This is semantically more correctfor high-
frequency approximations of the wave equation and implicitly avoids the unnatural



Separation between the critically interdependentprocesses of velocity estimation and

repositioning of the imaged reflectivity.
In my opinion the fundamental difference between a PhD thesis and a

corresponding publication in a scientific Journalis that the former allows the author not

only to document the resultsof his work but also their theoretical and methodological
background. Ideally this makes PhD monographs suitable introductory texts for future

generationsof PhD or research students working in the same field. Therefore I have
written this text in a tutorial and informalstyle, which hopefullymay comfort those who
feel somewhat bewildered by the rather formal title of this doctoral dissertation.As part
of this policy I have also tried to achieve an acceptablebalance between the internal

coherency of the text as a whole and loose coupling betweenthe individual chapters and
sections in order to ease selective reading. Instead of lengthy phrasings this way of

writing almost inevitably leads to the use of commonly accepted abbreviations and

idioms,the most importantones of which are explainedin Table 1.1.

The text is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 reviews the most common ways to solve the scalar wave equation for the

boundary/initial value problem of the migration of stacked seismic data. The relative
merits of the various algorithmsare worked out as well as the inadequacy of all these
schemesto properlymigratedeep seismic reflectiondata.
• Chapter 3 discussesray theoretical aspects of migration and the possibilitiesof this

approach to overcome someof the fundamental shortcomingsof the previously presented
migration schemes based on the wave equation. Using simple analytical considerations
the general importance of migration of deep seismic reflection data as well as the
necessity of an accurate parametrisation of the velocity field are demonstrated.
• Chapter 4 addresses general problemsof velocity estimationon a crustal scale from
spatiallyaliased seismicwide-angle data and the application ofthe thus derivedvelocity
informationto the parametrisation ofthe velocity field suitable for the migrationof deep
seismic reflection data. As a practical example a series of seismic wide-angle profiles
running roughly parallel to the strike ofthe Alpine are are reinterpretedin orderto provide
a smooth, laterally consistent velocity model across the central Alpine are, which can

subsequently be used for the migration of the eastern and southern segments of the
NFP20deep seismicreflectiontraverses across the centralAlps (Frei et al. 1989).



• Chapter 5 treats the migrationof the NFP20 eastern (ET) and southern (ST) traverses as

a case study. The individual seismicreflectionprofiles are combined and the reflectivity
of the resulting profile is ray theoretically depth-migrated simultaneously with the

contours of the velocity model previouslyderived from the reinterpreted wide-angle
profiles. The tectonic implications of the resulting reflectivity distribution are discussed

under the assumption that it represents a truthful acoustic snapshot of the present-day
physical State of the crust below the central part of the Alpine are.

• Chapter 6 discusses fundamental aspects of the migration and Interpretation of deep
seismic reflectiondata and relates them to the consideredAlpine dataset in order to assess

validityof the approach taken and the thus resultingInterpretation.
• Chapter 7 is intended to be comprehensivelist of the key referenceson the topics
covered in this work.
• The appendices contain user's guides and descriptions of the code of the two major
migrationprogramswhich I haveeithersubstantiallymodified or newly developed in the
course of my PhD work.



TWT
Two-way traveltime. Time it takes a seismic waveto travel from the source down to the
target depth and back up to the receiver.

CMP
Common-mid-point.Mid-point betweena particular sourceand receiver. Equivalent but
nowadays less commonexpressionsare CDP (common-depth-point) or CRP (common-
reflection-point). Sorting data according to CMPs results in so-called CMP gathers.
Reflectionson CMP gathers exhibit a quasi-hyperbolicdependence of TWT versus
spatial offseteven if they arise from dippingreflectors.

rms

Root-mean-Square.The Square root of the average of the Squares of a series of
measurements.In reflection seismology the rms velocity vrms is commonly used to
"smooth out" ray bending effects in a vertically stratified velocity structure.

NMO
Normal moveout. Approximate description of the TWT versus offset dependence on
CMP or shot gathers under the assumption of straightray paths in a vertically stratified
velocity field: t2(x) ~ t2(0) + (x/vrms)2.
NMO-correctionaims at removingthe effect of NMO, whichin the caseof a CMP results
in flatteningthe reflection "hyperbolae".
CMP-stack or simply Stack
Summing all NMO-corrected traces of a CMP into one single central trace. Ideally this
process collapses the offset domain completely and hence results in a so-called zero-
offsetsection, i.e. a seismic section withcoincident sourceand receiver locations.

Noise
Any kind of energy on a seismic section that does not arise from primary reflections or
diffractions.Any non-coherent noise is commonly referred to as random noise. Truly
random noise in a CMP gather containing n traces is reduced by a factor of n1/2 by
stacking.
S/N
Signal-to-noise ratio.

Table 1.1. Frequently used abbreviationsand idioms.



2. WAVE EQUATIONMIGRATION

2.1 From Phenomenology to Theory

Most of the populär hand-migration techniques were based on Huygen's principle (cf.
Hagedoorn 1954; Robinson 1983), i.e. the subsurfacewas considered to consist of point
diffractors. So by summing along diffraction hyperbolae corresponding to the rms

velocity of the overburden laterally coherent assemblagesof point diffractors, i. e.

reflectors, were moved to their true spatial position, individual diffraction hyperbolae
were collapsedto their apexes and randomlydistributed point diffractorswere cancelled
out. Although these manual techniques were painstaking to carry out they were very
successful and had a clear and simple phenomenologicalbasis. It was therefore only
natural that with the commercialavailability of digital Computers in the early 1960s the
first migration algorithms implementedby the oil industry were so-called "diffraction
Stack migrations"which - as indicated by their name - just emulated the previousmanual
techniques. However, though obviously the phenomenology of the migration process
was well understood, the theory was not and these early diffraction Stack migrations
never worked satisfactorily (cf. Robinson 1983). In the early 1970s Jon Claerbout
substantially contributed to the Solution of the problem of Computer migration by
formulatingthe migrationprocess as a boundary/initial value problem to the scalarwave
equation(Claerbout1970, 1971; ClaerboutandDoherty 1972). The theoreticalclarity and
the practical success of this formal approach fruited in the development of a variety of
migration algorithms in the following years all of which were explicitly based on the
wave equation (e.g. Loewenthal et al. 1976; Claerbout 1976; Larner and Hatton 1990;
Schneider 1978; Stolt 1978). Not unexpectedlyit was foundthat the old diffractionStack
migration only needed a little mathematical patching up to be a correct Solution to the
given boundary/initial value problemof the waveequationvia the Kirchhoff integraland
as such to do as good a Job as any of the other methods (Larner and Hatton 1990;
Schneider 1978). Commonto all these early methods was that theyproducedan Outputin
two-way travel time (TWT) and that they requireda 1-dimensional or at least locally a

laterally homogeneousdefinition ofthe velocity model. The first is very convenient for
the Interpreter and the second often is a sufficient approximation. However, little did
anyone suspectin the beginning that in the case of strong lateral velocity heterogeneities



all these so-called time migration algorithms would break down and that a still deeper
look into the theory was required to solve the problem(Gazdag 1980; Judson et al. 1980;
Hatton et al. 1981). It was Hubral(1977) who - based on ray theoreticalconsiderations -

showed that in the presence of any lateral velocity variations time migration cannot

depropagate,i.e. migrate, the observed wavefield correctly.

The Exploding Reflector Model
Deepseismic reflection data still are almost exclusively migratedafter Stack and hence this

chapter is restricted to stacked data. Assuming that NMO and Stack have correctly
collapsedthe offset domain the unmigrated stacked section can be looked at as a zero-

offset section, in which sources and receivers coincide and the energy travelsthe same

way down to the reflectorsand up again. Accordingto Fermat'sprinciple reflections at

zero-offset always occur at a right angleto the reflector. Moreover, the zero-offset model
assumes that no shear waves and no multiples are generated and consequently that the
scalaror acoustic wave equationdoes model the data correctly.

Since the waves are assumed to travel the same way down and up this model can be
further simplified by just considering the upgoing waves. The two-dimensional zero-

offset wavefield p(x,z=0,t) which werecord at the surface can then be imaginedto have
been generatedby a reflector "exploding" at time t=0 (Loewenthal et al. 1976). For this

purpose one can either half the observed two-way traveltime or half the velocity of the
medium through which the wave has travelled. The latter approach is morecommon and
will be pursued in the following.

The scalar wave equation relates the acoustic pressure field p(x,z,t) and the
compressional wavevelocity v(x,z) as follows:

92P(X'Z'Q v2(x,z)^? v2(x,z)r52p(x,z,t) 92p(x,z,fh
3t2 =~4~V2P(W)= -y^l 9x2 + 3z2 } (2-1)

The factor four on the right hand side of (2.1) arises from the transformationof
v(x,z) to v(x,z)/2 required by the exploding reflector model. Given the seismic zero-

offset (i.e. CMP-stacked) section observed at the earth's surface p(x,z=0,t) as the

boundary/initial condition we want to solve the scalar wave equation (2.1) for the

reflectivity p(x,z,t=0) of the subsurface. This Solution corresponds to the migrated
seismic section. The reverse procedure is called forward modelling. Migration and



forward modelling are therefore very closely related; whilst migration depropagates a

wave field observed at the surface in order to unravelthe reflectivityof the subsurface,
modelling provides an observed wave field by propagating it through the reflectivity
(Figure 2.1).

MIGRATION

p(x,z=0,t)
Wave field recordedat the surface

P(x,z,t=0)

Reflectivity of the subsurface

v(x,z)

MODELLING

Figure 2.1. The relation betweenmigrationand forward modelling of zero-
offset seismicdata.

In the followingseveral basic methodsto solve this boundary/initial value problem
are reviewed and their relativemerits and drawbacksare discussed. From this discussion
it will becomeevidentquite naturally that - even under the best possible circumstances-

wave equation migration of deep crustal data is problematic. All the problems are

formulated in two dimensions; this has two reasons: first, crustal reflection data are and
will be virtuallyexclusively acquiredalong profiles (i.e. in two dimensions);second, an
extensionto the third dimensionis in the considered cases straightforward to formulate
but painstakingto type. Moreover,there arise formidable conceptual problemsin three
dimensions, such as the parametrisation of the velocity field, which are well beyond the

scope of this text.

2.2 Time Migration with Transform Methods

Phase Shift Migration (Gazdag1978)
If the velocity is keptconstant (v=constant) it is amazinghow simple things become. The
scalar wave equation has then, as is well known, a set of harmonicplane wave Solutions
of the form



exp{i(cot-kxx-kzz)} (2.2)

constrained by the so-called "dispersionrelation"

kx2+kz2 =^ (2.3)

Where kx and kz are the wavenumbers with respect to x and z (positive downward)
and co is the angularfrequency.In the following I have adopted the common practice of
seismicdata processingand not explicitlyindicated the integration boundaries whenever
they are constrained by the considereddata.

Takingthe 2-dimensionalFouriertransformofp(x,z,t) over x and t yields

P(kx,z,co) = J jp(x,z,t) exp{i(cot-kxx-kzz))dxdt (2.4)

Considering just upgoing waves (2.4) can be rewritten according to (2.2) and (2.3) as

P(kx,z,co) = P(kx,z=0,co)exp{ikzz} (2.5)

To obtain againp(x,z,t) just the 2-dimensionalinverse Fouriertransformhas to be taken

p(x,z,t) = -I JP(kx,z=0,co)exp{i(kxx+kzz-cot)}dlcxdco (2.6)
(2%)z

For t=0 (2.6) evidentlybecomes a migration equation, which is commonly known as

phase shift migration(Gazdag 1978)

p(x,z,t=0)= -J jp(kx,z=0,co)exp{i(kxx+kzz)}dkxdcü (2.7)(2%y

Althoughthe vertical coordinate in (2.7) is formulatedas depth z it is - due to the constant

velocity - nothing but scaled travel time and the final Output is generallycomputed as

such.



Formula (2.7) is strictly valid onlyfor a constant velocity of the medium. However,
for a vertically stratified medium v = v(z) a generalized approximationis possible
(Gazdag 1978)

P(kx,z,co) = P(kx,z=0,co)exp{i Jkz(z')dz'} (2.8)
0

Thus (2.7) becomes

p(x,z,t=0) = —-^JJJjexp{i(kx-J^t')}exp{i(cof-kxx')}p(x',z=0,t')dt'dx'dkxdco (2.9)

where

k7v /. kY2v2VY=-'f=ffl'\/1-^- (2-10)

The necessity of a detailed knowledge and specification ofthe interval velocities v(z) of
the mediumcan be circumvented by expanding the Squareroot

V
so that the so-called phase shift term becomes

Jltit'-CDt-gw (2.12)

which now depends only on the rms velocity. In ray theory this approximation
corresponds to a straightray path approximation in a verticallystratified medium whose

inaccuracy increases with increasingdeviation of the ray from the vertical, i.e. with

increasing dip of the reflector.
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Frequency-WaveNumber or "F-K" Time Migration (Stolt 1978)
Practice has shown that in the case of a constant velocity mediumboth accuracy and

computational efficiency of formula (2.7) can be enhanced by a change of integration
variable from co to kz. From the dispersion relation (2.3) we get for upgoingwaves

V F. k 2

and thus

dco k7v2
*?"7Z <214>

With these two relationsthe constant velocity phase shift migration(2.7) becomes

p(x,z,t=0) = r(x,z) = - ~—z\ JP(kx,z=0,co)exp{i(kxx+kzz)}(kz/co)dkxdkxz (2.15)4(27t)z

This equation is commonly known as frequency-wavenumberor f-k migration
(Stolt 1978) because the same formula results by applyingthree Fouriertransforms(with
respect to t,x and z) to the waveequation, which transformsit into an algebraic equation,
solving the boundary/initial value problemin the resulting frequency-wave number(f-k)
domain and finally transformingthe Solution back into the time-spacedomain.

The major difference between the phase shift and the f-k migration is that in the
latter the depth domain z is Fourier-transformedas well. The Fourier transform, like all
other integral transforms, is a global Operator which by definitionlimits the possibilityto
adjust to local conditions. As a consequence no velocity variations, not even 1-
dimensional ones as in the case of the phase shift migration (2.12) can be explicitly
incorporated in the f-k migrationformula.

There are, however, several implicitways to accommodate velocity variations into
the f-k migration:
• Migrate the entire section with differentvelocities and get the final migrated section by
"patching together" the correctly migratedparts.
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• Stretch the unmigrated time domain according to the desired 1-dimensional velocity
function v(z). This is commonlyreferred to as f-k time Stretch (Stolt 1978).

2.3 Kirchhoff Time Migration

As already mentionedabovethis migrationtechniquesimply represents a mathematically
refined versionof the early diffractionStack migration. The Kirchhoff integral theorem
expresses the value of the wave field at an arbitrary point in terms of the value of the
wave field and its normal derivatives on an arbitrary closed surface. In reflection

seismology measurementsare made only at the surface and therefore,instead of a closed

surface, the integration must be limited to the surface of the earth. Furthermore, in
seismic practice,only the wavefield is recordedand its normal derivative is not available.
In terms of the Kirchhoff integral the migrated wave field at some point (x',z') in the

subsurfaceis obtainedas follows(cf. Larnerand Hatton 1990; Schneider 1978):

p(x',z',t=0)
fcosü dl/2
-j= ~^r p(x,z=0,t=2r/v)dx (2.16)

v is assumed to be constant and thus is the straight line connecting the Observationpoint
(x,z=0) at the surface and the subsurface"source" point(x',z'), -& the angle betweenthe

31/2
z-axis and the line joining(x,z=0) and (x',z') and -jj— the half derivative with respect to

a1/2
the travel time t. A simpleexpressionfor the Operator-^-can be given in the frequency
domain where its transferfunction is given by A/ico= V co exp{i7t/4}, which corresponds
to a 45 degreephase shift.

Hence the KirchhoffmigrationOperator has to majorparts:
1) a 45 degree phase shift

2) a weighted sum of all the points alongeach diffractionhyperbola into its apex
These two features had been "forgotten" in the early diffraction Stack

implementations and resulted in their unsatisfactory Performance (Robinson 1983).
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Formula (2.16) can be either derived directly from the Kirchhoff integral (Larner and
Hatton 1990) or by rearranging terms and integralsand a stationary phase approximation
ofthe f-k migrationformula (2.15) (Stolt and Benson 1986).

Kirchhoffmigration is physicaüy very satisfying. It shows that - in agreement with

Huygen's principle - any reflectioncan be consideredas a laterally coherent superposition
of point scatterers. Each point scattererwill appear in the unmigrateddata as an event

with hyperbolicmoveout and will have the 45 degree phase shift which we associate with
diffractions.Each such hyperbolicevent is summedback into its apex, correcting phase
and amplitudefor each term in the sum.

When the velocity of the medium varies with depth only the constantvelocity v in

(2.16) may be approximated by the correspondingrms velocity vrms, which corresponds
to a straight ray path approximation in a vertically stratified medium. If the medium

velocity does not only vary verticallybut also laterally, the summation curvescannot be

approximated by analytical diffraction hyperbolae. Formula (2.16) must then be

generalizedfor r and the corresponding summation curves and the wave paths must be

computed separately.As outlined in the followingchapterthis is commonly done by ray
tracing.

2.4 Finite Difference Time Migration

The previously introducedtransform and integral migration schemes enjoy someclear

advantages in terms of simplicity and understandability. However, these schemes are

global Operations in the sense that each Outputis computed from the entire dataset, which
makes adjustmentsto local velocity variationsdifficult or impossible.

Partial differential equations as such describe basic physical principles at an

infinitesimally small scale and hence local Solutions are most naturally obtained by
approximating them by the corresponding finite difference equations. It was in fact this
kind of an approach which led to the breakthrough of the wave equation migration
method (Claerbout1970, 1971; ClaerboutandDoherty 1972; Loewenthalet al. 1976).

At first sight it seems to be straightforward to formulatea suitable finite difference

approximation to the scalar wave equationand then - explicitlyor implicitly - solve it by
stepwise downward continuationin time or depth. However, the boundary/initial value
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problemis ill-posed for such a brüte force approach because the second vertical derivative
of the wave field recorded at the surface is not known. Claerbout (1970, 1971) elegantly
circumvented this problemby the following coordinate transformation

x' = x

z' = z

, 2z
t=t + v- (2.17)vc

p(x,z,t) = q(x',z',t')

Here vc is a constant reference velocity.
For a medium of constant velocity vc the scalarwaveequation(2.1) thus becomes

d2q vc 32q 32q,
az'af

= -4-{3x'2 + aZ'2} <2-18)

The new coordinatesystem definedby (2.17) travelswith the upcoming wavefront from
the exploding reflector at depth to the receivers at the surface, which allows a much
coarser discretisation in time and depth and thus a cruder approximation of the second
vertical derivative. The new variable t' is commonlyreferred to as "advanced travel time"
(Stolt and Benson 1986) and is a measurefor the deviation ofthe wavefrom the vertical.
So for nearly vertically travelling waves q(x',z',t') will change slowly with respect to t'
and z' and hence(2.18) can be approximated as

d2q vc d2q
dz'dt'"' 4dx'2 (2-19)

Comparing the dispersion relation of (2.19) with that of (2.1) shows that accurate results
(error <0.2%) will be obtained for deviations from the vertical of less than 15 degrees,
and hence (2.19) is generally referred to as the "15 degree equation"(Claerbout1976).

(2.19) is a constantvelocity approximation to the waveequation and thus there is
little sense in looking for a finite difference Solution to it. So the obvious question is what
happens if we allow the velocity in (2.17) to vary both vertically and laterally. The
answeris: very little! Neglecting velocity gradients the 15 degree approximation of the
scalarwave equation(2.19) just becomes
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d2q v(x>z) ^2q ,oom

Claerbout(1976)has shown that (2.20) can be extended to handle dips up to 45 and even
55 degrees properly, and so one might suspect that the corresponding finite difference
Solution would allow to depropagate the observed wavefield correctly through media of

random velocity.As outlined below this is not the case.

2.5 Depth Migration

Hubral (1977) has shown that no time migration scheme could depropagate the wave
field correctlyin the presenceof lateral velocity variations. This is easy to reconcile in the
case of transform and integral methods which simulate lateral velocity variations as a

series of 1-dimensionalvelocity functions. Such a model parametrisation approximates a

dipping layer in a staircasesense and hence Snell's law is bound to be violated because
the waves are refracted either at horizontal or vertical boundaries but never at the true

slope of the interface.
For the finite difference approach (2.20) and its extensions it is much less clear

what went wrong because the velocity obviously is allowed to vary laterally. The reason

is that we have tricked ourselves by neglecting the second vertical derivative of the wave
field and of the advanced travel time (cf. (2.18)), which describes the deviationof the

upward travellingwavefield from the vertical. In doing so we implicitly approximate the
medium as being locally laterally homogeneous which results in a violation of Snell's law
in the same sense as in the caseof the transformand integral migrationmethods.

So for a correct depropagation of the wave field through a heterogeneous medium
there is no other way but to solve the füll scalar waveequation. As already mentionedthe

majordifficulty arises from the second verticalderivative of the wave field which is not

contained in the boundary/initial conditions provided by the observed wave field.
Feasible approaches have been presentede.g. by Gazdag (1980), Judson et al. (1980),
Hatton et al. (1981) and Kosloff and Kessler(1987).
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2.6 Migration Velocity

From the fact that migration represents a depropagation of an observed wave field it is

alreadyobvious that the migration velocities, very much unlike stacking velocities, do

correspond to the true medium velocities. Althoughthis is in principle true for both time

and depth migration schemes, time migration schemes - due to the essentially 1-

dimensional definitionofthe velocity field - are much less sensitiveto uncertaintiesin the

specification of the velocity model than depth migration schemes in the sense that

considerablydifferentvelocities will lead to only minor differences in the time migrated
position of a particular reflector. This treacherous robustness of time migration
algorithms with respect to uncertainties in velocity is largely responsible for their

popularity and led Hatton et al. (1986) to the sarcasticremark: "Migrationvelocitiestend
to be treated in a cavalier fashionto say the least. For many years, the Standarddoctrine

has been to use the stacking velocity, give or take an apparentlyrandomfew per cent to

account for the day of the week, the weather, or someother whim."

The effectsof uncertainties in the parametrisation of the velocity model upon depth
migration will be examined quantitatively in the next chapter using ray theoretical
considerations.

WaveEquation Migration and SpatialResolution
Due to the geometric spreading of the wave front the spatial resolution of unmigrated
seismic data decreaseswith increasing travel time and velocity. Spatial resolution may be

quantified by the diameter of the so-called Ist Fresnel zone, which corresponds to the
minimum lateral extent a reflectormust have so that for a given dominantwavelength A
all incident energy interferes constructively.In other words:
• For reflectors smaller than the corresponding Fresnel zone the amount of diffracted
incident energy increases with decreasing reflectordimension.
• Individual reflectors laterally separated by less than one Fresnel zone diametercannot be

distinguished.
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Assumingthatmaximum constructive interference occurs at a phase shift of one

quarter of the dominantwave length X the diameter of the Ist Fresnel zone Dj may be

readily defined for a spherical wave front as a function of the average velocity v of the

overburden, the dominantfrequencyv and two-way travel time t (e.g. Sheriff 1980)

Dl=vAM (2.21)

Let us consider the NFP20 eastern traverse (see Chapter 5) as an example: assuming a

dominantfrequency of 25 Hz (Valasek et al. 1990) and an average crustalvelocity of 6.0
km/s we get 4.2 km for the diameter of the Ist Fresnel zone at Moho depth (12 s TWT) at

the northernend of the traverse.

As seen before, migrationis a processthat depropagatesor downwardcontinuesthe
recorded wavefield and optimally this procedure not only movesdipping events into their
correct spatial position but also increases the spatial resolution of the seismic data by
removing the effect of geometric spreading, i.e. by collapsing the Fresnel zone. Ideally
therefore the spatial resolution of migrated seismicdatadepends only on the dominant
wavelength X and and hence a migrated seismic section may be considered to represent
the convolution of the seismic source signal with the reflectivity of the imaged
subsurface. As a consequencemigration is useful even if no dipping events are present
in the unmigrated data (cf. Berkhout and Van Wulfften Palthe 1979; Berkhout1984; Stolt
and Benson 1986; Lindsey 1989).

Parametrisationofthe VelocityModel
Another pertinent question concerns the scale, both lateral and vertical, at which the
migrationvelocitymodel should be defined. Standardand generally successful practice of
the oil industry is to use the interval velocitiesbetween major reflectors (e.g. Stolt and
Benson 1986; Berkhout 1987; Keho and Beydoun 1988) though we know from well
informationthat significantvelocity variationsoccur at a much smallerscale. This may be

explainedas follows:

In terms of linear system theory the recorded seismic signal represents the
convolutionof the source signal with the Green'sfunction of the medium. Thelatter may
be split up into a "macro" part representingthe large-scale velocity variations and a

"micro" part representing the small-scale velocity variations, i.e. the reflectivityof the
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subsurface. Thedesired Output is - as outlined above - the convolutionof the input signal
with the reflectivityof the medium, and hence the effects of the large-scale velocity
structure must be removedfrom the observed signal. From this it is evident that the

migrationvelocity model is correctly described by the large-scale features,i.e. the macro

model of the velocity structure. As to the scale of the macro model there are no firm rules.

Successfulpractice of the oil industry is to stick to those reflectinghorizons separated by
several dominant wave lengths which are believed to be associated with the most

significantvelocity changes.

Migration as a Velocity AnalysisTool
There are two basic approaches.The first one involves migrationwith a ränge ofconstant
velocitiesand measuring the amount offocused energy eithernumerically or by eye (e.g.
Sattlegger 1975; Yilmaz and Chambers 1984; Stolt and Benson 1986). This approach,
which in principle is very similar to NMOvelocity analysis by constant velocity Stacks,is
useful provided that the lateral velocity variationsare mild and time migrationis adequate.

In the case of severe lateral velocity variations Stolt and Benson (1986) suggest a

somewhatmore sophisticated technique which they descriptively call "self-consistent

velocity analysis". This interpretive depth migration technique,which is sketched in

Figure 2.2, again illustrates that forward modelling (wave field propagation) and

migration(wave field depropagation)should not be regarded as two separate procedures
but rather as one Single iterative process.
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Digitise the key horizonsfrom the unmigrated
time sectionand convertthem to depth using
best-guess interval velocities

Modify this model by trial-and-errorforward normal-
incidence ray tracing until the resulting synthetic sections
resemblesthe correspondingunmigrated data

I
Use this model as a starting model
for depth migration

YES Modify the geometry and/or the
interval velocities of the migration
velocitymodel

I
Depth Migration

NO

Severedisagreement?
NO

Is the agreement between the depth-migrated
key-horizonsand the used velocity model
satisfying?

YES

Final depth-migratedsection
and interval velocitymodel

Figure 2.2. Self-consistent migration velocity analysis according to Stolt
and Benson (1986).

2.7 Migration of Deep Seismic Reflection Data

All the migrationschemespresentedin this chapter are based on the one-way scalarwave

equation and therefore cannot correctly handleP-S conversions, multiples, incompletely
sampledparts of the wavefield and (coherent and random)noise.

Due to the steep incidenceanglesone may expect that little or no P-S conversions
do occur. Multiples and coherent noise can, in general, be suppressed to the level of the
randomnoise in the processing stage. If this is not possible they will have a destructive,
albeit unpredictable, effect on the result of the migration.
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Wave Equation Migration and IncompleteSampling ofthe WaveField
Deepseismicreflectionelements are commonlylaterally discontinuousand often shorter

than the Ist Fresnel zone. If such features were representative of the füll wave field they
should be associated with diffractions. This is not the case andWarner (1987) as well as

Raynaud (1988a) argue that the lateral discontinuities of deep seismic reflections

represent "data shadows"which arise from overburden complexitiesparticularlynearthe
surface. This argument is supported by Wever (1988) who statistically showedthat the

average lengthof deep reflectorsdecreaseswith increasing static complications.Wave
equationmigration overcompensates the lackingdiffractions in the shadow zones which

results in so-called "smiles" at the reflector ends. In the case of short reflectors the
"smiles" become dominant and the migrated section thus gets uninterpretable. Warner

(1987) has convincingly demonstrated that this effect is negligible for travel times and
velocities characteristic of near-surfacedata but becomes disastrous at lower crustal

levels.
In orderto reduce the smiles and makethe section look "properly" migrated it is not

uncommonto use significantly too low (up to 30%) migration velocities. However, this
can by no means be considered as a true remedy because - as demonstrated in the

following chapter - the resulting positioning errors rather decrease than increase the
structural interpretability ofthe migratedsection comparedto the unmigrated section.

Wave Equation Migration and Random Noise

In reflection seismology the term random or Gaussian noise is used for any unwanted
incoherentparts of the recorded seismic signal. Comparedto industrydata the level of
random noise is uniformly high in deep seismicreflectiondata. It is therefore interesting
to examine the effect of random noise upon migrationin moredetail. This is most easily
done on the example of the phenomenologically clear Kirchhoff summation approach
which was introduced in Section3 of this chapter. The consequences will, however, be
the same for all migrationschemesbased on the waveequation.

The essential contribution to each Kirchhoff summation arises from the region of
stationaryphase,which increases with travel time t proportional to (v^s2!)1^(Hatton et

al. 1986). The amplitude Variation ofpreviously uniform Gaussian noise will therefore be
proportionalto l/(vrms2-t)1/2after migration (cf. Hatton et al. 1986). Hence, against
commonprejudices migrationdoes reduceand not increase the content ofrandom noise.
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There is, however, also a major drawback. For long travel times and/or high
velocities the summation hyperbolae becomenearly flat and thus migration essentially
results in a spatial mixingof neighbouring traces. Spatial mixingdoes, as is well known,
enhancethe lower wavenumbers and thus gives the data a smeared and "wormy" look

whichdrasticallyreduces their resolution and interpretability. For signal-to-noise ratios of

1 or less, which are common for deep seismicreflection data, the contribution of noise

and thus the smearing will becomedominant. Wave equation migration of noisy, high-
velocity seismicdata from deep reflectorswill therefore always be problematicand even
harsh noisereductionprocedures either before(Valasek et al. 1990) or during migration
(Milkereit 1987) can only partially alleviate the problem.

Migration ofDeepSeismicReflection Data
In this chapter I have tried to illustrate the fundamental migration problems for deep
seismicreflection data by a rather extensivetreatmentof the most common algorithms
based on the scalar wave equation. It turns out that the more accurately a migration
algorithmmodeisthe actual wavepropagationthe more sensitiveit is to insufficienciesof
the input data and the velocity model: depth migration is much less "robust" than time

migration and the accurate algorithmsbased on integral or transform schemes are more

delicate than approximate finite difference Solutions (cf. Hatton et al. 1986).
The characteristic properties of deep seismic data such as short discontinuous

reflection segments, the combinationof long travel times and high velocities and

generally high noise levels make it unlikely that any scheme directly based on the scalar
waveequation will ever work universally. One potential - and so far probably the only
universally applicable - Solution is to use ray theory to migrate a line drawing of the

primary reflections and diffractions.As a crude first-orderapproximation to the wave

equation ray theorydoes not suffer from an incomplete sampling of the wave field and
noise problems are avoided by the line drawing preparation process, which ideally results
in a noise-free version ofthe data with all the amplitudeand phase informationneglected.
Moreover,ray theory can handle strong lateral velocity variations and thus naturally
produces a migrated depth section as Output. Drawbacks are the inherent subjectivityof
the line drawingpreparationand the fact that ray theorydoes assume perfect resolution
andhence does not coUapse the Fresnel zone during migration.
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The remaining part of this work is dedicatedto the methodological backgroundand
to an application of ray-theoretical depth migration to digitised line drawings of deep
seismic reflectiondata from a structurally complicatedarea.
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3. RAY-THEORETICALMIGRATION

3.1 Outline of Ray Theory

The governing equations and the geometricconceptsofray theoryhave been known for a

long time. As a high-frequencyapproximation of the wave equation it fails to correctly
predict any frequency-dependent features such as diffractions and interference effects,
which are characteristic of a wave field containingfinite frequencies. Neverthelessray
theoryhas been successfully used in seismology for at least one hundredyears and many
important concepts, such as the CMP-stacking and migration in reflection seismology,
were and still are based on ray-geometricconcepts. The advent of digital Computersand
thus the possibilityto solve the governing equationsnumerically for media of "arbitrary"
complexity has led to a stunning renaissanceof the ray method in seismology (e.g.
Cerveny et al. 1977).

Ray Series - Asymptotic Ray Theory (ART)
Babich and Alekseyev (1958) in the USSR and Karal and Keller (1959) in the USA

independently developed a series Solution of the elastodynamic equation for

inhomogeneousisotropicmedia

32Ui
P~^2~= ^+^)V(V-ui)+p.V2ui+VX(V-ui)+Vpx(Vxui)+2(V|i-V)ui (3.1)

where uj is the displacement vector (1=1,2,3), p the density, X and p. Lame's parameters
and "x" the vector product.

This Solution is commonly referred to as ray series approach and in the frequency
domain has the followingform (cf. Cervenyet al. 1977):

CO

ui = expt-itöCt-xCxi))}X ui(n) (-ic°)"n (3.2)
n=o

Here co denotes the angular frequency, t the travel time, U^") the complex-valued
amplitudecoefficientsand t(xj) the real valuedphase function or eikonal.
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The füll ray series (3.2) is asymptotic, i.e. for n =00 represents the füll wave field,
and hence is commonly referred to as asymptotic ray theory (ART) Solution of the

elastodynamic equation. The leading term of (3.2)

ui = Uiexp{-ico(t-T(xi))} (3.3)

corresponds to the well-known ray-theoretical approach of geometric optics and

represents the ARTSolution for co = «>. It therefore is also referred to as zero-order ART

(e.g. McMechanand Mooney 1980).
Whilst the leading term (3.3) of the ray series (3.2) is strictly only valid for

infinitely high frequencies,higher-order terms of (3.2) do allow to accommodate

frequency-dependent effects and in seismology can be used to model "higher-order
waves" such as head waves (Cerveny and Ravindra 1971). However, the practical
determination of the coefficients V^ is difficult and hence most seismological
approaches are restricted to the leading term of (3.2).

Surfaces of constant phase T=T(xj)=constant represent wave fronts which are

diagnostic of the traveltime behaviour of the propagatingwavefield. Inserting (3.3) into
the elastodynamic equation(3.1) leads to an eigenvalueproblem the Solution of which is
the so-called "eikonalequation" which has the sameform for P- and S-waves and is a

key to the study of the travel times of seismic waves (cf. Vidale 1988, 1990):

^9t(x;)^2 / x0 /• 1 n2l-Ljl] =(Vt(Xi))2 = (^)2 (3.4)3xj

where v is the velocity of P- and S-waves, respectively.
One method to solve first-order non-linear partial differential equationssuch as (3.4) is to

integrate them along their so-called characteristics(see e.g. Courant and Hubert 1966).
It can be shown that the characteristicsof the eikonalequationsare the extremalsof

Fermat'sfunctional (e.g. Cervenyet al. 1977)

/
'ds
^=EXTREMAL (3.5)
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where S represents the total length of the ray path.
Theseextremalsor characteristicsare called rays. They form a system of trajectories

perpendicularto the eikonal surfaces defined by t=t(xi)=constantand are termed "ray
equations"

dxj
dt

=-- V2(Xj) pj

dpi_
dt

=

1 dv(xi)
v(xj) dxi

(3.6)

Pi is the so-called slowness vectorwhich is perpendicularto the wave front, i.e. parallel
to the ray, and has the length v"1, t denotesthe travel time along the ray measuredfrom a

given reference point.
It should be noted that there are numerousalternativeways to derive the eikonal and

ray equations. The possibly most straightforward approach is to look for harmonicplane-
wave Solutions of the scalar wave equation for the asymptotic case of infinitely high
frequencies. Following Cerveny et al. (1977) I have chosen the so-called ray series

approach because it nicely relates the zero-orderART, i.e. geometric ray theory, to

higher-order, finite-frequency Solutions.

Solution ofthe Ray Equations
In three dimensions (3.6) represents a system of six ordinarylinear differential equations
of the first order. Analytical Solutions exist for a few rather special definitions of the

velocity field (cf. Gebrande 1976; Camina and Janacek 1984; Cerveny 1985) but also the
numerical integration of these equations is unproblematic even in complex media

(Cerveny et al. 1977). System (3.6) describes the geometry of rays and the associated
travel times and thus may be useful to study the travel time behaviour of seismicwaves.
As long as the velocity field and its first spatial derivatives are continuous a particularray
is uniquely defined by its starting point and its initial slowness vectorand we can - in aa
stepwisefashion - calculate the coordinates x, and travel times t(xj) along this ray.
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Three specialcases of velocity structures deservespecial attention:

dv(xj)
• (jx. = 0, i.e. v=constant.

In this case the right-hand side of (3.6) vanishes and the integration of the left-hand side
shows that the ray path is straight.
dv(xi)

•

,jx. = constant.

In this case the ray describes a circle (cf. Camina and Janacek 1984). This may be

exploited to avoid the numerical Solution of (3.6) (e.g. Gebrande 1976; Schrader 1990),
however, at the price of a rather special and in some aspects limited definition of the

velocity field.
dv(xj)

• One or several componentsof jx. are infinite.

This means that the ray has hit an interface and the new initial values for the slowness
vectorpj are given by Snell's law.

LimitationsofRayTheoryin Seismology
The ray equation system (3.6) is an asymptotic approximation of the wave equation for
infinitely high frequencies. It therefore predicts perfect resolution and excludes any
frequency-dependent phenomenasuch as diffractionand interference effects. Moreover,
ray theory is not able to describe the amplitude behaviour of waves in the critical region,
at caustics and in shadow zones (Cerveny et al. 1977). Clearlyrays, i.e. infinitely high
frequencies,lack physical existence and are nothing but a mathematicalconcept.
Nevertheless,this concept has been successfully applied to seismic waves which ränge
from less than 1 Hz to more than 50 Hz and to model scales ranging from several
thousands of kilometresto a few hundred metres. Thereis no firm metricsdetermining
the ränge of validity of the ray approximation in seismology but bearing in mind the
inherent assumptions the theory is general leads to meaningful results.
• To avoid diffractioneffects the minimum radius of the curvatureof an interface must
always be larger than the diameter of the Ist Fresnel zone (cf. formula (2.21)) of the
modelled wavefield at that depth (Figure 3.1a).
• To avoid interference effects all interfaces must be separatedby at least one dominant

apparentwavelength ofthe modelled wave field.
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• Velocitygradients must not be too large. This is commonly the case if v/(lvxl+lvzl) » A,
where X is the dominantwavelength.
• Problems with caustics (Figure3.1b) and shadow zones (Figure 3.1c) can be reduced

by a careful designof the velocity model. However, the insufficienciesof the ray method
at caustics, in shadow zones and in the critical region are severe only if amplitude
considerations are important.

Under the above restrictions ray theory may be expected to simulate wave

propagation accurately enough to allow even a qualitative consideration of ray-
theoretically calculated amplitudes and signal shapes (Cervenyet al. 1977). Raynaud
(1988a) has shown that even under considerablyless restrictiveconditions ray theory
correctly predicts the travel time behaviour of the wavefield. By comparative wave and

ray-theoretical modelling of deep seismicreflectiondata he came to the conclusion that

complexitiesin the overburden normally smallerthan one dominant wave length were

mainlyresponsiblefor the typically discontinuousnature of deep reflections.Although
ray theoryclearlyfailed to simulatethe amplitudebehaviourof the wavefield it correctly
reproduced the travel times to the major reflections and diffraction apexes.This finding
serves as a heuristicjustificationof a ray-theoreticaldepth migrationof digitised seismic
reflectiondata through complex media (Raynaud1988a,b).

Finally one has to be aware of the fact that System (3.6) just represents the leading
term of the ray series (3.2) and thus explicitly excludeshigher-orderwaves such as head
waves or multiples. To model these effects with (3.6) suitablenew initial conditions have
to be specified at the corresponding positions of the ray path. Even if a ray just hits a

boundarywe haveto explicitlyspecify the new initial conditions for the reflected and/or
refracted ray. In other words: Zero-orderARTjust does what you teil it to do! At first

sight this may seem to be a nuisance and for certain applications it certainly is. For ray-
theoreticalmigration, however, it turns out to be a blessing: Whilst incomplete sampling
of the wave field jeopardizeswave equation migration, ray migration is not affected.
Specify what you consider to be part of the primary wavefield and it will migrate that -

and only that!
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Figure 3.1. (a) Compared to the dominant wave length of the incident
signal and the width of the correspondingFresnelzone the sketched interface
is "rough". This implies that substantial amounts of the incident seismic
energy are diffractedand hence that ray theory is inadequatein this Situation.
Sketches of a caustic (b) and a shadow zone (c). Dashed lines depict rays,
arrows theirdirection. The wavelets at the top and the bottom of the figure
qualitativelyshow the expected amplitude behaviour,which is not correctly
reproduced by ray theory.

3.2 Ray Migration Concepts in a Constant Velocity Medium

Many wave phenomenacan be best visualized using ray geometry. Migration is no

exception. As we have seen in the previous section ray geometry becomes very simple
for constantvelocity since then the ray paths are straight. Figure 3.2 shows the relation
between the unmigrated position A and the migrated position B of a dippingreflectoron a

stacked section. The velocity is assumed to be constantand hence the depth z and the
TWT t only differ by a constant factor and the depth z may simply be considered as
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scaled travel time t. The offset domain is assumed to have been collapsedperfectly by
correction for NMO and stacking and hence the section can be considered to zero-offset,
i.e. sources and receivers are coincident. Due to the plane-layer assumption inherent in
the CMP-concept a dipping reflector A is plotted vertically below the coincident
source/receiverpair R. Elementaryray geometric considerations, however, make it
evidentthat zero-offset can only be achieved if the ray hits the reflector at a right angle
and therefore the reflector has to be moved updip along the wave front from its

unmigratedposition A to its true spatial, i.e. migrated, position B. This allows us to

establish a relationship betweenthe apparentdip oc of the reflectorbeforemigration and
its true dip ß after migration.

From Figure 3.2 we take:
• Lengthof the ray path: RA=RB=vt/2
• Tangens ofthe apparent dip before migration: tana=RA/RY
• Sine ofthe true dip after migration: sinß=RB/RY
• Hence the relationshipbetween oc and ß is given by

tancc = sinß (3.7)

This simple but fundamental relationship between the unmigrated and the migrated dip
angle has become famous underthe name "migrationformula".From this formula it is
evidentthat the apparentdip anglebefore migrationmust not exceed45 degrees and that
any steeper dips on the unmigrated sectionrepresent artefacts.
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Figure 3.2. Schematic illustration of the geometryof the migration process
in a homogeneousmedium. Vertical axis is depth but due to the constant

velocity may be considered as scaled travel time. Before migration the line
element A dips at an apparent angle oc and is locatedvertically beneath the
coincident source/receiverlocation R on the stacked, zero-offset section;
migrationmovesthe element updip to position B where it dips at the true angle
ß and is parallel to the wavefront, i.e. perpendicularto the incident ray.

Formula (3.7) may be extended to establish the relationship between the unmigrated
(xunmig> zunmig) and tne migrated position (Xmig, Zmig) of a reflector (Chun and

Jacewitzl981):

v21 tan®.
¦^mig ~ "^unmig + 4

7 ¦ := 7¦^unmig
V

;
+ 2 <{i-V

where tan®t =
At
Ax

=

tana

V

v2 tan2®'}

(3.8)

(3.9)
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Figure 3.3 shows the thus calculated horizontal and vertical displacements for a

ränge of apparent dip angles (a) as a function of TWT. The velocity is taken to be 6.0

km/s which is a representative average value for crustal studies. It becomes evidentthat

even for relativelysmall apparentdip angles around 10 degrees migrationdisplacements,
particularlythe horizontal component, are substantialfor TWTrelevant for crustalstudies

(5 to 20 s). For bigger apparent dips displacements become huge. For example, an

apparent dip of 40 degrees at 10 s TWT will result in a vertical displacement of more

than 10 km and a horizontal displacement of more than 20 km! The followinglessons
should therefore be learnt from this simple analyticalconsideration:
? Virtually every deep seismic reflection profile needs migration to allow structural

interpretation;a simpletime-to-depthconversion along vertical ray paths, e.g. by the not
so uncommon "multiply-by-three"rule in crustal reflection seismology,willrarely be

significant.
• Deepseismicreflectionprofilesmustnot be too short. Otherwise dipping reflectorswill

migrate out of the profile into areas of no seismic coverage thus jeopardizingstructural
interpretation.In cases of short profile length and/or steep dips lateral migration paths
may exceedthe profile length thus virtuallymaking any interpretationpure guess work.
Estimates of the maximumexpected dip angles and the resulting lateral displacements
accordingto (3.8) shouldbe used to estimate the minimum required profilelength.

As a first approximation the formulae (3.8) and (3.9) and the resultsdisplayed in

Figure 3.3 can still considered to be valid for vertically stratified media. The constant

velocity v has then to be replaced by the rms velocity vrms, which corresponds to a

straight ray path approximation. The accuracy of this approximation degrades with

increasing reflectordip, i.e. with increasing deviation of the ray path from the vertical. In

exploration seismology the rms concept is still consideredto be valid for anglesup to 45

degreesand more for velocity analysis,NMO-correctionand CMP-stack.
More sophisticated analytical migration formulae which allow to accommodate

constant vertical and horizontal velocity gradients are given by Michaels (1977) and
Hubral (1978).
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Figure 3.3. Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) migration paths as a function of apparent
reflector dip and travel time (TWT). The velocity of the overburdenis taken to be
constant at 6.0 km/s, which is a representative average value for crustal studies.
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3.3 Migration Error Analysis

For any computationalmethod it is of utmost importance to obtain a quantitativeestimate
of the impact of uncertainties in the model parametrisation on the final result. In the case

of migrationthis may be achieved by applying the differential 8 with respect to the travel

time t to the analyticalmigrationformulae (3.8) and (3.9). This yields

v t tan®.
5Xmig=~-~2 5v (3-10)

2 t - v2 t tan2®t „

8Zmig = t8v- * 8v (3.11)
v2 tan2®.4

Theseformulae are strictly valid only for constant velocity media and yield only minimum
estimates of migrationerrors because additional complicationsarising from ray bending
in an inhomogeneousmedium are neglected.

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 display the migration errors as a function of TWT resulting
from velocity uncertainties of 0.1 and 0.2 km/s, respectively, for a ränge of apparent
dips. Again the medium is assumed to have a constantvelocity of 6.0 km/s. Figure 3.4
shows that - with the exception of the combination of very steep apparent dips and very
high TWT - an uncertainty in velocity of 0.1 km/s only leads to only minor positioning
errors. The Situationis, however, no longer so favourablefor a velocity error of 0.2 km/s
(Figure 3.5). Here mispositioning - particularly in the vertical direction - becomes
substantial even for only moderately steep apparent dips and moderately high TWT.
Hence every effort must be made to determine the average velocity structure used for

migration as precisely as possible, preferably within±0.1 km/s. In crustal studies this

accuracy can only be achieved by seismicwide-angle data. Experience from Workshops
(cf. Ansorge et al. 1982) in fact shows that for high-quality seismic wide-angle data the

average crustalvelocitiesindependentlyinferred by different workers agree within 0.1 to

0.2km/s.
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Figure 3.4. Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) migration errors as a function of
apparentreflectordip and travel time (TWT) for an uncertainty in velocity of 0.1
km/s relativeto 6.0 km/s.
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Thus we may conclude:
• It is desirable to keep the error in the average velocity for the migrationof deep seismic

reflectiondata as small as 0.1 to 0.2 km/s. Wherever nearby seismic wide-angle data are

available this should generally be feasible.
• In order to reduce "smiling" effects conventional wave equation migration of deep
seismicreflection data is sometimes performedwith up to 30 % too low velocities (cf.
Warner 1987). Theresulting positioning errorsrather reduce than increase the structural

interpretability of the data.

In this and the preceding section we have only considered media of constant

velocity for which - as seen before - the ray paths are straight. Because of the resulting
geometric simplicity this has allowed an analytical treatment of certain important
characteristicsof migration. The thus inferred migrationdisplacements (Figure 3.3) and

migration errors (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) must be considered as minimumestimates since
the effectsof ray bending in morecomplicated heterogeneous media are neglected. The

great potential of the ray method in seismology in general and in migrationin particular,
however, lies in its ability to accommodate complex velocity structures.This has been

exploited both in forward modelling and in migration. The rest of this chapterwill hence
be devoted to the application of the ray method to migrationin complex media.

3.4 Migration Methods Combining Wave and Ray Theory

Time-to-DepthMigration:Image Rays
Hubral (1977) was the first to realise that no time migration scheme - due to the locally
laterally homogeneous definition of the velocity field - can depropagate the wave field

correctly in the presence of lateral velocity variations.To understand this Statement it is
useful to think of migration in terms of the Kirchhoff summation concept introducedin
the previouschapterwhere the subsurfaceis supposed to consist of point scattererseach
of which gives rise to a diffraction curve. The migrated section, i.e. the depropagated
wave field, is then obtained by focusing the seismicenergy along each diffractioncurve
into its apex. If the velocity above a particularpoint scattererdoes not vary laterally then
the diffractioncurve is approximately hyperbolicwith respect to the corresponding rms
velocity. Such a diffraction curve is rotationally Symmetrieand its apex lies vertically
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above the corresponding scatterer. If on the other hand the velocity above a particular
scattererdoes vary laterally then the resulting diffractioncurve is no longer rotationally
Symmetrieand its apex does not lie verticallyabove the corresponding scatterer. Using
ray geometricconcepts Hubral (1977) has shown that the minimum travel time from each

scatterer to the surface is given by the timealong what he called an "image ray", a ray that
takes off from the scattererat an angle so that it emergesverticallyat the surface. Hence
the point where the imageray emerges at the surface correspondsto the lateral location of
the apex of the diffraction curve for the corresponding scatterer which in turn

corresponds to the point where we want the migration process to focus the seismic

energy.Time migration implicitly assumes that the lateral position of the scatterersand
the apices of the corresponding diffraction curves are always identical. Evidently,
therefore, time migrationcan only be complete if the velocity structureis 1-dimensional,
i.e. when all the image rays are straightover their entirelength. If on the other hand the

velocity does vary laterally then, as suggested by Hubral (1977) and implemented by
Larner et al. (1981), the image ray concept can be used to obtaina correctly migrated
section by the followingtwo-step depth migrationscheme:
• Migrate the data in the time domain using the best possible 1-dimensional

approximation of the true 2- or 3-dimensionalvelocity structure.

• Convert the above time-migrated section to depth along image rays traced through the
true 2- or 3-dimensionalvelocity structureof the medium.

Larneret al. (1981) have shown that this scheme is very satisfying and efficient

provided that the time migrationstep manages to focus the energy properly. This is only
guaranteed as long as the lateral velocity variations are mild enough to be reasonably
approximated by a 1-dimensionalmodel.

An important implicit conclusion to be drawn from Hubral's (1977) work is that

any ray theoreticalapproach to migrationnecessarily results in a depth migrationscheme.
Apart from the time-to-depth mapping along image rays this has been used to extend the
Kirchhoffmigrationprocedure from a classical 1-dimensionaltime migrationmethod to

an efficientand versatiledepth migrationmethod or for the depth migrationofcorrelated
travel times by inverse normal-incidenceray tracing.
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Ray-KirchhoffDepth Migration
As we have seen in the previous chapterconventional Kirchhoff migration essentially
corresponds to a weighted sum over diffraction hyperbolae at each depth point of the

section.The shape of these diffractionhyperbolae is defined by the velocity structure of

the overburdenwhich is commonly approximatedin a 1-dimensional way. A direct

extensionof this 1-dimensional"analytical"Kirchhoffmigrationscheme to the second or

third dimension is not straightforward and no practicalimplementations are known.

Ray theory offers an elegantSolution to this problem and allows to overcome the

limitations inherentin conventional Kirchhoff time migration.Within the previously
mentionednatural restrictionsof ray theory ray-Kirchhoffdepth migration schemes can
accommodate muchstronger lateral velocity variations thanthe time-to-depthmigration
scheme of Hubral(1977) and Larner et al. (1981).
There are two basic approaches:
• From every depth point ofthe migrationvelocity model a familyof rays is traced to the
surface.The shape of the resulting travel time curve defines the summation or diffraction

curve needed for Kirchhoff migration and all that is left to do is to apply the proper
weighting and phase shift factors. This approach has been shown to be applicable to 2-

and 3-dimensionalvelocity structuresas well as to stackedand unstacked data (Carter and
Frazer 1984; Zhu 1988; Schrader 1990).
• The Kirchhoff migration formula is essentially defined by the Rayleigh II integral
(Berkhout 1982) which corresponds to a surface integral over the convolution of the
recorded wavefield and the gradient of the Green'sfunction of the medium. The Green's
function can be determined by paraxial ray tracing (Cerveny et al. 1984; Beydounand
Keho 1987) through the medium. This approach has been followed by Keho and

Beydoun(1988).

3.5 Ray-Theoretical Depth Migration of Digitised Line
Drawings

At first glance this approach to migrationmay look like a step back into the dark pre-

computerages when picked sections had to be painstakingly migrated by hand usingray
theoretical concepts.For high-quality shallow data this is undoubtedly true; migration
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methodsbased on the waveequationhere normally do an excellent job. For deep seismic

reflection data the Situation is completely different - since as demonstrated by Warner
(1987) and outlined in the preceding chapter- waveequationmigration is ill-conditioned

for this kind of data. Moreover,the numerical Solution of the ray equationsand thus ray

tracing through truly complexmedia has just become practicallyfeasible by the advent of

fast digital Computers.
The first computer-basedray migration method for digitised line drawings was

published by Raynaud (1988b). With kind permission of the BIRPS group in Cambridge
the code was transferred to the ETHZürich and its interactive and graphicscapabilities
were enhanced in the course of this work. This "Zürich" version of the program now
runs under the nameMIGRAYand is documentedin AppendixA.

The method is overall superbly designed and has successfully been used in

numerous practical applications (e.g. Warner 1986, 1987; Holligerand Klemperer 1989,
in press). The velocity field is parametrised in terms of constantvelocity layers which
themselves are defined in a rather inflexibleway by a series of velocity-depthcolumns.
This model parametrisationallows to avoid the numerical Solution of the ray equation
system (3.6 ) and hence makes ray tracing highly efficient but at the same time it is

annoyingly tedious and time consuming to construct and change complex modeis.

Moreover,the restriction to constantlayer velocitiesin ray theory is an unnaturalone. In
certain cases - particularly where strong velocity gradients are present - this limitation
does not allow to define the migrationvelocity model with the desired accuracy.

As ouüinedbefore the most accurate velocity informationfor the migrationof deep
seismic reflection profiles is provided by seismic wide-angle data. Normal-incidence

seismic reflection profiles are intended to sample in detail an unaliased2-dimensional
cross section of the actual 3-dimensional wave field and hence are ideally oriented

perpendicular to the structural grain. The opposite is true for reconnaissance seismic

wide-angle profiles. Since the negativeeffectsof spatial aliasingincrease with decreasing
lateral continuityof the "imaged" features seismic wide-angle profiles are preferably
oriented parallel to the structuraltrend. The ideal velocity model for the migration of a

deep seismic reflection profile would therefore be based on a series of perpendicular
seismicwide-angle profiles. Nowadaysseismic wide-angle data are routinely interpreted
by forward ray tracing programs following Cerveny et al. (1977) which allow to

accommodatelateral and vertical velocity gradients; these velocity gradients will be

presentin the resulting modeisof the velocity structure. Trying to simulatesuch a model
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by layers of constantvelocity is rather crude physics, may leadto structuralfeatures that

violate ray theoryand may introducevelocity errors that are greater than the 0.1 to 0.2

km/s which we have previouslyfound to be tolerable. For these reasons a substantialpart
of this thesis work was dedicatedto extend Raynaud's (1988b) ray migrationalgorithm
to füll ray theory. The corresponding program is called MIGARTwhich is an acronym
for Migration by Asymptotic Ray Theory and is describedin Appendix B.

In the following the fundamental concepts of ray-theoretical depth migration of
digitised line drawings will be discussed. These concepts are the same for any ray

migrationscheme based on digitisedline drawings.

Digitised LineDrawings asInputData
Input to ray-theoretical depth migrationaccordingto Raynaud(1988b) is a digitised line

drawing of the primary reflectionsand diffractionsencountered in the stackedsection. In

terms of filter theory the process of line drawing preparationmay be described as a

convolutionof the original seismicdata consisting of amplitude, phase and corresponding
travel time information as well as noise with the coherencyfilter of the human eye.

Ideally this filtering processwould result in a noise-free copy of the original seismic data

consisting of the travel times of all the primary reflections and diffractions with the

amplitude and phase informationremoved. It is of course not possible to quantify the

accuracy of a presumably "subjective" line drawing but experience has shown that -

despite often substantially different interpretative approaches - line drawings
independentlymade by different workers generally agree amazinglywell (comparee.g.
Gibbs (1987) with Holligerand Klemperer(1989) or Frei et al. (1989) with Figures5.2
a, b, c, d).

The most importantprerequisitefor reducing the ambiguity inherent in line drawing
preparationis to Start off with carefully processed seismic data which not only has an

optimized signal-to-noiseratio but also may be expected to be largely free ofnon-primary
coherentenergy. Shouldit not be possible to remove all the non-primary coherentenergy
- such as multiplesand side-swipes - in the processing stage, this may be done in an

interpretative way during line drawingpreparation (Holliger and Klemperer 1989). A
question that remains open for debate is whetherline drawing preparationshould be

accompaniedby any furthersubjective optical filtering, such as rejecting coherentenergy
below a certain spatial extent (manual spatial deconvolution) or removing the
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reverberating character typical of many crustal reflections (manual vertical

deconvolution).Assumingthat a good job has been done in the processing stage all

coherent energy must be considered as being part of the reflectivityof the subsurface,
which we are looking for; and since Raynaud (1988b) has shown that corresponding
travel times are correctly predicted by ray theory even in the presence of complex
overburden I advocate the inclusion of all clearly coherent events in the original line

drawing. Additional filtering of this kind, e.g. based on length, dip, bending or

"amplitude" of reflection events, may still be performednumerically on the digital line

drawing before and/or after migration.Practical problems concerning line drawing
preparationare discussedin Warner(1986,1987),Holliger and Klemperer (1989) and

Valasek and Holliger (1990).
In the followinga digitised line drawing of an individual reflectionor diffractionis

called a reflection segment. Each reflection segment is defined by N points with N>2.
Thus a reflection segmentis made up of N-l line elements each of which is defined by
its two ending points (cf. Figure 3.9).

Initial Conditions
As illustrated by Figure 3.2 the problemto solve is to shift each line element updip along
the corresponding wave front until it is perpendicularto the incident ray. The geometric
construction of the reflectionpoint is the inverse of that used to produce a synthetic zero-

offset section by inverse ray tracing (Taner et al. 1970). For a given 2-dimensional

velocity model the location of the reflection point is thus uniquely defined by this
construction. Theproblemhence is to define the correct initial conditions for this inverse
normalincidenceray tracingprocedure. As we have previouslyseen the initial conditions

required for ray tracing are the coordinates of the starting point and the initial slowness of
the ray. The former is given as the surface location (R) ofthe unmigrated reflectionpoint
(Figure 3.2); the latter requires the knowledge of the starting angle of the normal-
incidenceray and has to be determined separatelyfor each line element.

Figure 3.6 shows an unmigrated line element defined by two points P^x^t^ and

^O^'^)-The vertical axis is TWTand is assumed to be scaled accordingto the so-called
effectivevelocity veff which corresponds to the average velocity along the corresponding
normal-incidenceray and is definedas
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iv(s)ds
veff= S

where S represents the total length of the ray path.

(3.12)

The apparentdip cp is therefore given by

veff At
tan(p = ~9_~—^ Ax (3.13)

where Ax=x2-x1 and At^-tj.

Rl R2 X

P2
<PPI

Figure 3.6. Unmigrated line element defined by its end points PI
and P2 lying vertically below the correspondingcoincident
source/receiver locations Rl and R2. Vertical axis is two-way travel
time (TWT) which is assumed to be scaled according to the "effective
velocity" relevant for this line element.

As is evident from Figure 3.7, which shows the same line element after depth
migration, the starting angle 0 for a particularray element is determined by the length
difference of the two normalincidence rays. Therefore

sin9 =
v0 tancp

veff (3.14)
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wherev0 is the near-surface velocity immediately below the corresponding
source/receiver pair.

If the profile is at angle C, to the dip direction Ax in (3.14) has to be replaced by Ax',
which is defined as (see e.g. Levin 1971)

Ax'=Axcosc; (3.15)
Please note that this concept is only valid if veff is the same for both rays.

Experience shows that this conditionis virtually always fulfilled if the velocity model is

sufficientlysmooth for ray tracing and if the individual line elements are not too long.
Otherwise the program can easily checkthis condition and remove the problemeither by
discardingthe line element, choppingit up into several shorter elements or by slightly
changing the crucialparts of the velocity structure.

Rl R2 X

pr

P2'

Figure 3.7. Line element of Figure 3.6 after ray-
theoretical depth migration.

Ray Tracing
Knowing the initial conditions of the ray tracing system the migrationprocedure for an

individual reflectionsegment can now be outlined as follows:

(1) Determine the starting anglefor the first line element.
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(2) For each of the two end points defining the line element trace one ray through the

medium. The rays obey the ray equations and Snell's law at interfaces.Ray tracing for a

point is finished when the ray has travelledfor half the observed TWT of this point.
(3) Repeat (1) and (2) for all the remainingline elements ofthe reflectionsegment.
(4) The depth-migrated reflection segment is defined by joining the individually depth-
migrated line elements.

The thus defined migration procedure is equivalentto the wave front migration
method of Hagedoorn (1954) which not only correctly repositions reflections but also

"collapses" diffractionsby movingthe individual line elements into the apex. Moreover,
the change in length of a line element due to migration is indicative of focusing and
defocusing effects of the overburdenand may be used to calculate "ray migration
amplitudes" (Raynaud 1988b). These focusing and defocusing effects predicted by ray

theory are, however, not to be confused with the shrinkingof the Fresnel zone and the

increase in spatial resolution achieved by waveequationmigration (cf. Berkhout and Van

Wulfften Palthe 1981; Lindsey 1989).
For the case of constantlayer velocitiesray theory optionally allows to migrate the

velocity structure as well. This can be done by eitherdefining the velocity model in TWT

right awayor by Convertingit from depthto TWTalong vertical ray paths. The interfaces

of this "time model" are thenchopped up into smallersegments in order to fulfill (3.14),
converted into the line drawingformat describedabove and migrated in the same way as

reflection segments. The simultaneous depth migration of the structural model of the
subsurface and the observed reflectivity can be useful for interpretative migration.
Convergenceof the migrated reflectionsand the geometryof the velocity structure is a

possible criterion for the correctness ofthe latter.

3.6 Algorithmic Aspects of Program MIGART

The only fundamental difference between MIGRAY and MIGART lies in the

parametrisationof the velocity model. To those who have never gone through the joys
and frustrations of developing and coding a numerical modelling algorithm this

necessarily seems to be a "picnic".However, it turns out that the oppositeis the case: the
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model parametrisation is the decisive part of any modellingand migrationalgorithm. This

argument is supported by the fact that a recent PhD thesis (Schrader 1990) was

essentiallydedicatedto the developmentof a particularvelocity model parametrisation
scheme for migration.

In contrast to MIGRAY,which requires constant layer velocities, MIGARTis more
flexible since it allowsthe velocity to vary both vertically and laterally withineach layer;
in that case the ray equations haveto be solvednumerically.

Model Parametrisation

MIGARTwill be primarily used to migratedeep seismic reflectionprofiles for which the

velocity structureis known in great detail. Such detailed velocity informationon a crustal
scale is provided by seismicwide-angle angle data which are interpreted with a limited

number of forward ray tracing programs. It is therefore sensible to choose a

parametrisation scheme which is compatible with that of the most populär forward

programs such as the wide-spread SEIS83 (Cerveny and Psencik 1984) and its
successors such as RAY84/83 (Luetgert 1988) and RAY87 (Sierra 1988), which are

currently used at the USGS and ETH Zürich. Such a velocity model is displayed in

Figure 3.8 and can be characterised as follows:
• n layers are definedby n+1 interfaces.
• Each interface must be continuous between the left and right margin of the model and
must not intersect another interface.
• Velocities are specified at the intersection points of vertical "speed" lines and the
interfaces.
• The program divides the model into rectangles by enveloping each interface with two
horizontal speed lines. For converging interfaces a certain minimumvertical Separation
betweenthe horizontal speed lines wül be maintained.

To solve the ray equationsystem (3.6) the velocity and its gradients must be known
along the entire ray path. For the velocity model outlined above this can be done as

follows:

Find out in which layer and in which rectangle the particular ray point lies;
knowledge of the velocities at the corners and the gradients along the edges of the

rectangle then allows to determine the velocity and its gradients at any point within this

rectangle by 2-dimensionallinearinterpolation (cf. Press et al.1986).
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DISTANCE

Figure 3.8.Schematic illustration of the parametrisation of the velocity
model for RAY84/83 (Luetgert 1988), RAY87 (Sierro 1988) and MIGART.
The user supplies the geometryofthe interfaces (heavy lines), the location of
the vertical speed lines (solid vertical lines) and the velocities at the
intersections of the vertical speed lines with the interfaces;the program then
bounds every interfaceby two horizontal speed lines (horizontal dashed lines)
and thus divides the model into a set of rectangular boxes.For a given point
its layer and box numberare evaluated which then allowsthe velocity and its
spatial derivatives to be determinedby interpolation.

NumericalSolution ofthe Ray Equations
In two dimensionsthe ray tracing System (3.6) consists of four ordinary differential

equationsof the first order. These equationsare linear and "non-stiff' (i.e. for the ränge
of seismic velocities the eigenvalues of the system matrix are of the same order of

magnitude) and consequently can be expected to be well-behavedduring numerical

integration.Therefore a Standardfifth-orderRunge-Kuttaalgorithm with adaptivestep-
size and error control (cf. Press et al. 1986) was chosen to integrate these equations.
Figure 3.9 shows how MIGARTmigrates a digitisedline element definedby N points.
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• In agreementwith Zelt and Ellis (1988) the integration step-size in time tstep was
allowed to vary accordingto the complexity of the model

o
(3.16)step

~

W+|vz|

where a is a constant factorand vx and vz represent the spatial derivatives of the velocity
field. Zelt and Ellis (1988) have found that a a value between 0.05 and 0.15 normally
does a good job. I can confirm this.
• If tstep as determined by (3.16) is outside a specified ränge the corresponding extremal

value is taken.
• The maximumstep-sizemust not exceed the minimum one-way traveltime through the

thinnest layer of the model.
• The desiredaccuracy for a single Runge-Kuttastep can be estimated as follows: the

maximum expected number of integration steps with the allowed error must not exceed

the averagedigitising error involvedin the line drawing preparation.
• If the initial step-size tstep determined by (3.16) leads to a too big error the

corresponding integration step will be repeatedwith successively smallerstep-sizesuntil
the desired precision is achieved.
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Figure 3.9. Algorithmic details of the ray trace procedure used in MIGART.
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4. ESTIMATIONOF CRUSTALVELOCITIES

4.1 Historical Aspects, Experimental Techniques and Resolving
Power

October 8, 1909, the date of an earthquake in Croatiamay be considered as the birthday
of crustal seismology. It was on the Seismograph records of this earthquake that the

Yugoslavianseismologist Mohorovicic(Mohorovicic 1909) detected two distinct travel

time branches for both P- and S-waves whichled himto the conclusion that the crust has

a thicknesssomewhere between 30 and 60 km, a P-wave velocity of approximately 6

km/s and is underlainby solid mantle with a P-wave velocity of around8 km/s. Before

that date it was supposed amongstearth scientists that a sialic crust of unknownthickness
was afloat on more mafic liquid substratum feeding the volcanoes. The seismological
boundary between the crust and the mantle is now referred to as Mohorovicic

discontinuity (M) orjust as "Moho"(se e.g. Steinhart 1967).
Although E.Wiechert had already used large explosive sources for the seismic

investigation of the deeper crust as early as 1923 (Wiechert 1923), the nextimportantstep
in our understanding of the physical structure of the crust is generallyattributed to the
Austrian seismologistConrad (Conrad 1925), who recognised a further P- and S-wave
travel time branch with intermediatevelocitiesof 6.3 and 3.6 km/s on the recordsof the
Tauern earthquake of November 28, 1923. This led to the interpretation that the
Continental crust consisted of a slow "granitic"upper part and a fast "basaltic"lower part
separated by the so-called Conrad discontinuity (C) or for short "Conrad". It was not

until the onset of controlled-source seismology after WorldWar II that this seismic model
of the Continental crust was considered to be generally too simplistic and in many cases

not applicable at all.

Until about twenty years ago most crustal refraction profiles were acquired by
recording quarry blasts with mobile instruments. Although this technique was

handicapped by the rather ill-defined, low frequency source (see e.g. Burkhardt and Vees
1976) and a wide Station spacing (generally around 5 km or more) it nevertheless

provided a first impression of the complexity and the lateral variabüityof the velocity
structure of the crust and provided substantial technical know-how for the further

development of crustal wide-angle seismology, particularly in central Europe (cf.
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Burkhardt et al. 1976). This techniquehas now largely given way to a kind of true wide-

angle seismicprofiling with minimum shot and Station spacingsin the orderof 50 km and

1 km, respectively, and average parameters no more than twice these values (Ansorge
1989). This trend towards still smaller shot and receiver spacingsis continuingtoday and
in different kinds of marine experiments it has already been possibleto close the gap
between the wide-angle and the normal-incidence seismic technique (e.g. Stoffa and
Buhl 1979; Behrenset al. 1986). It is in fact from this kind of highly resolving seismic

wide-angle experiments, which combine the spatialresolution of the normal-incidence

technique with the large offsets necessaryfor an accuratedetermination of the velocity,
that we mayexpect substantialprogress in our understandingof the physical structureand

petrologicalnature of the Continental crust and the upper mantle.

Resolving Power ofSeismic Wide-Angle Experiments
If a receiver array with a Station spacing Ax is approached by a wavefront at an angle (j) to
the horizontal through a medium ofvelocity v then elementary geometric considerations
show that all seismic energy with instantaneous frequencies higherthan

u=—
—

(4.1)2 Ax sincj) '

is spatially aliased. In the case of a horizontaUy stratified medium the angle <j>
approximately corresponds to the angle of reflection. This means that for an average
crustalvelocity of v= 6.0 km/s, a receiver spacing of Ax=2 km and an angle of the wave
front to the horizontal of <J)=45 degrees, which is a typicalvalue for the critical angle at the
crust-manfle boundary, that all temporal frequencies higher than 2 Hz are spatially
aliased.

In crustalwide-angle seismology dominantfrequencies are typicallybetween 5 and
10 Hz and the anglesofthe wavefronts to horizontal are generally biggerthan45 degrees
(Ansorge 1989). So does this mean that we virtually cannot resolve anything at all and

consequentlythat all crustalmodeisbased on seismic wide-angledata are just fiction? The
answeris - of course- no, because the spatial aliasing criterion (4.1) strictly applies to

seismic pulses with the same phase only. It does, however, imply that - unlike in
reflection seismology - we are generally not able to correlate and interpret individual
phases and that consequently the resolution criteria for unaliased seismicdata such as the
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Fresnel zone diameter for the lateral resolution (Berkhout 1984) are not applicable to

seismicwide-angle data. So far no metrics have been worked out to put numbers on the

resolving power of spatially aliased seismic data but an educated guess seems

neverthelessfeasible. In order to be correlated as a wave group a seismic pulse must
show coherent energy over several, say five to ten, traces. Assuming an average trace

spacingin the order of 1 to 3 kmit is therefore safe to say a reflectormust be horizontaUy
continuous over several kilometres, i.e. several dominant wavelengths to be

unambiguouslyresolved by a typical seismicwide-angle experiment. Given this lateral

continuity we may infer that the minimum thickness of a reflecting bed corresponds to

one quarter of the dominantapparent wavelength (Berkhout 1984), which typically will

be in the ränge of approximately0.5 to 2 km.

Phase versus Group Correlation

The first and most critical step in the interpretation of seismic wide-angle data is the

correlation of seismic events at individual stations that are considered to arise from the

same types of refracted or reflected waves (see e.g. Giese 1976a,b; Ansorge et al. 1982).
In the German speaking Community of explosionseismologists this process is commonly
referred to as "phase correlation".From the semantic point of view this is, as we have

just seen, evidently not entirely correct and distracts from the eminently important
question about what it is that we are actually correlating.
In marked contrast to spatially active numerical algorithms, such as f-k filtering and

migration, the human eye has no problemsto detect spatial coherence of seismicsignals
based on their amplitude and their overall character even if theydifferin phase. Since the

energy of a wavetrain travelswith the so-called "group velocity" and our eye tends to be

caught by the biggest amplitudes,it is probably safe to say that - at least in case of old

loosely sampleddatasets (see e.g. Figure 4.3) - in the caseof seismicwide-angle data the

so-called "phase correlation" rather corresponds to a "group correlation", and that

consequentlythe velocity we infer thereof is the group ratherthan the phase velocity.
The group velocity U is definedas

x dco do
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co
and is related to the phase velocity c = j^, which normally corresponds to the so-called

medium velocity,by the relation

de
.

de

1

U = c-A—= c + k^7 = (4.3)dA ^
co de
c deo

where"ü is the instantaneous frequency, A the wavelength, k the wavenumber and co the

angular frequency. The maximum Umax of the group velocity U approximately
correspondsto the so-called signal (onset) velocity (see e.g. Mueller 1962 and references

therein).
An elastic solid does not disperse sound waves as long as the entire frequency

spectrum interfereswith the internal structure of the medium in the same way. So for the

narrow bandwidthof only about 5 Hz in crustalwide-angle seismology (Ansorge 1989) it
is probably valid to assume that the error in estimating the phase velocity from the "group
correlated" travel time branches due to dispersion is smallerthan the one introducedby
the inherent problem of the correlation itself. This is further supported by Ward and

Hewitt (1977) who measured only negligible dispersionin Sediments for frequencies
between35 and 55 Hz, and by Futterman (1962) who showed that dispersion is normally
not relevant to seismicbody waves.

Assuming the same amount of dispersion per cycle as Ward and Hewitt (1977) and

abandwidth of 5 Hz (Ansorge 1989) the difference betweenphase and "group correlated"

travel times for a typicalwide-anglereflectionfrom the Moho is expected to be in order of

25 to 50 ms which corresponds to a velocity error of 0.01 to 0.02 km/s. This is within
the ränge of systematictravel time errors introduced by the commonly used recording
instruments(Deichmann 1984).

Crustal Structure and ProfileOrientation
As outlinedabove conventional seismic wide-angle data tend to smooth the velocity
structure of the medium over one to several wavelengths (i.e. several km) both laterally
andvertically. As a consequence the resolution and reliability of seismicwide-angle data
increases with decreasing complexity of the imaged medium. In marked contrast to
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normal-incidence seismicreflection profiles it is therefore preferableto Orient seismic

wide-angleprofilesparallel and not perpendicular to the dominating structural grain.
Whilst 3-dimensionaleffectsare probably impossibleto handle properly, geometric

distortions arising from planar reflectors dipping perpendicular or at an angle to the

orientationof the profilecan be restored by 2- or 2.5-dimensionalmigration, respectively.
To do this properlywe do need, however, two parallelprofiles to define the unmigrated
dip of the interface. The thus defined line segment can then, based on the previously
derivedvelocity information, be convertedto TWTand migratedin the same way as a line

element of a digital seismic reflectionsection.

4.2 Travel Time Interpretation of Seismic Wide-Angle Data

In the last five to ten years it has become Standard practice to interpret seismicwide-angle
data by numerical ray tracing techniques such as the ones describedin chapter 3. Every
ray tracing method needs a startingmodel which is then stepwise adjustedby "trial and

error" forward modelling - normally by moving from shallowerto deeper structures,i.e.

by kind of a manual layer Stripping - until the calculated travel time branches match the

observed ones. Since ray tracing is not unique on its own, i.e. different modeis may

provide the same calculated travel times, the choice of the startingmodel is, after travel

time correlation, the probably most critical stage in the interpretation of seismic wide-

angle data. Whilst an educated parametrisation(e.g. based on experience and/or on a

simplisticpre-interpretationof the correlated travel times) of the starting model makes ray

tracing a highly efficientand elusive interpretationaltool, a badly parametrised starting
model will not only turn ray tracing into a painstakingand frustratingprocess but - even

worse - may also lead to features in the final model that may neither be justifiedby the

theorynor by the actually observed data. In the followingtwo simple techniqueswill be
describedwhich I found useful and suitable to derive starting modeis that combine a low

degreeofcomplexity with a high initial compatibility with the observed traveltimes.
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Wiechert-HerglotzInversion
This techniqueinverts continuoustravel time curves originating from divingwaves into a

1-dimensional velocity-depth structure. The velocity may vary continuously and

discontinuouslywith depth, but velocity inversions are not allowed.The latter is in fact

guaranteedby the required continuity of the travel time branch.

Herglotz (1907) and Wiechert (1910)have shown that under the above conditions

the depth and the velocity of a divingray at its turning point are linkedby the following
first-order Abel integral equation:

xl
1 f l/v(x1Xz(Xi) = - I cosh-^-^y-Jdx (4.4)

Because of the reasonably linear behaviour of cosh"1 for a realistic ränge of values of
v(xi)
v(x\ equation (4.4) can be solved either by direct discretisation or by the discrete

recursive formulation(e.g. Hinz et al. 1976)

n

zn = -^^Axiln-+'V{-) -1 (4.5)
i=0

Although several authors (e.g. Meissner 1973; Hinz et al. 1976) have shown that the

Wiechert-Herglotzinversion techniquecan be used to interpretentire seismicwide-angle
profiles it strictly is correct only for diving waves, i.e. positive velocity gradients. In

crustal wide-angle seismology the only wavewhich is generally considered to be a truly
divingone is the so-called Pg-wave,the wave travelling through the top few kilometres
of the crystalline basement. In fact some of the most elusive works of the velocity
structure on the uppermostcrystallinecrust have arisen from careful Wiechert-Herglotz
inversions ofthe Pg travel time branch (Giese1963; Brändli1981).
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x^-fi Method
Whereas the Wiechert-Herglotzinversion techniqueis applicicablewell to the inversion of

the travel time branches of diving waves the x2-t2, method is an excellent tool to analyse
reflectedwaves in general.

In the caseof one single horizontal layer with a velocity v overlyinga half-space at

a depth z=vt(0)/2the travel traveltime t is relatedhyperbolically to the offsetx

t2(x) = t2(0)+(^)2 (4.6)

In the case of several plane layers overlyinga uniform half-space the travel time-

offsetrelation is still largely,thoughno more exactly, hyperbolic(Cordier 1985) and we

may use the followingapproximation:

t2(x)~t2(0)+(^)2 (4.7)

Here vst is equivalent to what is referred to as "stacking velocity" in reflection

seismology.Its physical significance is case dependent:

* vst=vfor a single horizontal reflector
* vst=v/cos(|) for a single reflectordippingat an angle(J)
* vst= vrms f°r a series of horizontal reflectors
* vst=vrms/cos<j>for a series a parallel reflectors all dippingat the same angle §
* Forother cases than the ones listed abovevst has no true physical meaning!

yims is the so-called root-mean-squarevelocity which is definedas follows:

Iv^Ati
Vnns =^ (4.8)

2>ti
i=l

where vj is the velocity of the ith layer through which the verticaltwo-way travel time is

Ati.
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Since this definition assumes straight ray paths vrms is in generala few percent
largerthan the correspondingaveragevelocity vav

EviAtj
i=l

'av- n

' (4-9)

SAtj
i=l

Thus by plotting the observed travel time branches which we consider to arise from

reflectionsin the x2-t2 space we shall get a series of straight lines with slopes l/(vst)2 and
intercepts at t2(0) at the Ordinate axis. The corresponding interval velocities and depths
can then be obtained by subsequently Stripping off the upper layers using formula (4.8)
or even more conveniently by using the so-called "Dix formula" derived thereof(Dix
1955):

WO^Ati¦ vrms2(U)]rAti
vn2 = ^—- ^— (4.10)

Atn

where vrms(L) and vrms(U) are the rms velocities to the nth and n-lth reflectors,
respectively.

Starting Modeland Subsequent Refinement by Ray Tracing
By applying the Wiechert-Herglotzinversion techniqueto the Pg travel time branch and

the x2-t2 analysis to the travel times ofthe reflected waves we shall get a 1-dimensional

model for each shot location within a seismic wide-angle profile. By lining-up all these 1-

dimensional modeis we shall then get a pseudo 2-dimensional model of the crustal

velocity structure along the entireprofile. This model of the crustalstructure can serve as

a startingmodel for forward ray tracing, which nowadays commonly represents the final

step in the travel time interpretation of crustal wide-angle seismology. In general this

startingmodel will contain alreadyall the crucial features of the final model and only
minor modificationsto the geometryand the velocity structure will be necessaryduring
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the ray tracing process to achieve a satisfying fit between the observed and calculated

travel time branches.

4.3 Typically Observed Compressional Waves in Crustal Wide-
Angle Seismology

Althoughshear waves are routinely recorded in crustal wide-angle seismology they are

rarely analysed thoroughly and for the purpose of migration they do in general not
provide any complementary information.Hence, this section will be restricted to the

discussion of the most commonlyobserved and interpreted compressional wave trains in

crustalwide-angle seismology.
The compressional waves that can be observed on virtually all crustal wide-angle

profiles are the divingwavethrough the upper crystalline basementcommonlyreferred to

as Pg (Bandaet al. 1982; Deichmann and Ansorge 1983; Deichmann1984) and the wide-

angle reflectionfrom the Moho commonlyreferred to as PmP.

From what we have worked out in the previous section we may therefore expect
that the Wiechert-Herglotzinversion of thePg travel times will giveus a good idea of the

average velocity structure of the upper crystalline crust (Giese 1963; Brändli 1981)
whereasthe x2-t2 analysis of the PmP travel time branch will allow us a fair estimate of
the averagecrustalvelocity and thickness.

The diving wave from the crust-mantleboundary, known as Pn, is an excellent
indicator of the average velocity of topmost mantle. Its amplitude, and thus its

detectability,however, strongly dependson the velocity gradient of the topmost mantle

(Braile and Smith 1975) and on the overall signal-to-noiseratio of the data.

Amongstthe locally observed reflections from intra-crustaldiscontinuities the so-

called PiP reflectionfrom the intermediate Conraddiscontinuity is not only the oldest but
still also the most debated one (see e.g. Rothe and Peterschmitt1950; Litak and Brown

1989). Additionally, there often is, particularlyin Phanerozoic areas,convincing evidence
from the amplitudebehaviour ofthe Pg waveand the presenceof wide-angle and normal-
incidencereflected phases for an upper crustal zone with significantly reduced velocity
(e.g. Mueller and Landisman 1966; Mueller 1977; Müller and Mueller 1979).
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In general these intra-crustalphases are, if present at all, much less well-defined
than the Pg andPmP wavetrains and consequentlytheir correlation and interpretationare
not unambiguous. Experiences made with both synthetic and real data at the CCSS

(Commission on ControlledSource Seismology) Workshop at Karlsruhe in 1977 confirm
this Statement: largely independent ofthe applied inversion techniques, there is a general
agreement on the gross crustal structure such as the average velocity gradient in the

topmostbasement, the average crustal thickness and velocity and possibly also on the

depth of major crustaldiscontinuities.However, there may be widely differing views on
the detailsof the velocity structure, whichprimarily arisefrom differences in correlation

(Ansorge et al. 1982).
Thus, we may conclude that the velocity structure of the topmost 5 km and the

average crustal velocity and crustal thickness represent rather safe values but that some
caution with respect to the details of the crustal structureis in general justified.

4.4 Alpine Wide-Angle Profiles

Figure 4.1 shows a schematictectonicmap of Switzerlandwith the location of the seismic

wide-angle and normal-incidencereflectionprofiles relevant to this worksuperimposed.
These profiles were chosen because they run more or less parallel to the strike of the

major tectonic units of the Alps and thus may be expected to resolvethe gross trends of
the crustalvelocity structureacross this part ofthe Alpine are.

The Säntis-Jaunpass(SAE-JAU)profile has been interpreted by Maurer (1989)
using 2-dimensional ray tracing.The profiles Lago Bianco-Eschenlohe(LB-ES), Lago
Bianco-Pustertal(LB-PU), Lago Bianco-LagoLagorai (LB-LL),Lago Bianco-Verona

(LB-VE) and the Swiss part of the Alpine Longitudinal Profile (ALP75) have been

interpreted by Egloff (1979). The Swiss part of ALP75 has been previouslyinterpreted
by Ottinger (1976). Both, Egloff and Ottinger, used a technique that allowed them to

calculate all the reflected and refracted arrivals from a Stack ofuniformly dipping parallel
layers. Yan and Mechie (1989) attempted a complete interpretationof the entire ALP75

profileusing 2-dimensional ray tracing. Deichmannet al. (1986)used 2-dimensional ray
tracing.and amplitude studies to interpret the Southern Alps profile(SUDALP77) profile;
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they also provided a ray-traced reinterpretationof LB-VE which is consistent with their

interpretationof SUDALP77.
All these interpretationshad the aim to unravel as much as possible of the details of

the crustal velocity structure and consequently I refer to them as maximummodeis of

velocity structure. The purpose of my work was not to check these interpretations and
possibly come up with alternative maximum modeis but rather to obtain a series of

vertically smoothedand laterally consistentminimummodeisthat could then be combined
to a velocity model suitable for the depth migrationof the NFP20deep seismicreflection
data.

These minimum modeis of the velocity structure of the Continental crust are

obtainedas follows:
• Correlate only strong, laterally continuouswavegroups.
• Derive a 1-dimensionalvelocity model ofthe topmost basement by a Wiechert-Herglotz
inversion of the Pg travel time branch.
• Obtain a 1-dimensional velocity structure of the middel and lower crust by x^-t^
analysis of the travel time branches associated with intracrustalwide-angle reflections.

Herebyeach travel timebranch results in exactly one interface.
• If a Pn wave group is detectable use it to estimate the velocity of the topmost mantle.
Otherwise choose a value between7.8 and 8.2 km/s.
• Refine the resulting 1-dimensional model by ray tracing. Additional interfaces and 2-

dimensional features (dipping or curved interfaces, lateral velocity gradients) must not be
introduced if they are not explicitly requiredby the seismicdata. If no Pn wave group
could be correlated then the velocity of the topmost mantle is now chosen to improvethe
fit between the observed andcalculated critical distance ofthe PmP reflection.

For a particular shot location in a seismicwide-angle profile the above procedure
leads to a minimummodel of the velocity structure of the crust which fulfills the same

criteria as the so-called minimum 1D model in local earthquake tomography (Kissling
1988). The only major difference between the tomographic and wide-angle minimum
modeis are that for the latter the coupling betweenvelocity and geometryis weaker and
that the wide-angle minimummodel may, though does not need to, be extended into the
second dimension. Such a minimum model meets all the basic requirements of a

migrationvelocity model describedin chapter 2 and essentiallycorresponds to Berkhout's
"macro-model" (e.g. Berkhout 1987). In the case of coincident high-qualityseismic
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reflection and refraction data, however, substantial refinements of this scheme of a

migrationvelocity model maybe possible andjustified.
Figures 4.2 to 4.8 showthe minimum modeis resulting from the application of the

above recipe to the Alpine seismic wide-angle profiles shown in Figure 4.1. As

mentionedabove, the purpose of this reinterpretationwas to obtain a migration velocity
model across the Alpine are by combining the minimum modeis obtained from the

individual profiles. As a consequence locallyweak but laterally continuous wave groups
were considered whilst locally strong but laterally discontinuouswave groups had to be

discarded. Of the generally quite numerous travel time branches correlated by the

previous workers (see e.g. Figures 4.2 and 4.3) only those associated with the Pg, PmP
and an intracrustal wave train termed PiP survived this rigourous low-pass filtering
process. The travel time correlations for these wave groups made by the previous
workers were left unchanged. This simplisticsubdivision of the crust into a slowerupper
part (vp ~ 6.0 km/s) and a fasterlower part (vp ~ 6.5 km/s) is essentiallycompatible with

the "Standard" model of the Variscan crust of central Europe derived by Rothe and

Peterschmitt (1950) from the seismic records ofthe Haslach explosions.
The velocity structure of the sedimentary cover of the Säntis-Jaunpass profile

(Figure 4.2) was adapted unchangedfrom Maurer (1989) and therefore represents rather
a maximum than a minimuminterpretation.The low-pass filtering process leadingfrom
Egloff s (1979) maximum model of the crustal velocity structure to the corresponding
minimummodel relevant to this work is illustratedin Figure 4.3 on the example of the

LagoBianco-Eschenlohe profile. The numerial values of the velocity-depthfunctions of
the "minimummodeis" displayedin Figures4.3 to 4.8 are given in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic tectonic mappedof Switzerland with the location of the
seismic wide-angle (wiggly lines) and normal incidence reflection (solid lines)
profiles superimposed. The dotted line represents the Aar Massifprofile shot in
1988 which is not yet interpreted.
EGT: EuropeanGeotraverse,SAE-JAU: Saentis-Jaunpass, LB-ES:Lago Bianco-
Eschenlohe, ALP75:Alpine longitudinal profile, LB-PU: LagoBianco-Pustertal,
LB-LL:LagoBianco-LagoLagorai, LB-VE:LagoBianco-Verona, SUDALP77:
Southern Alps profile; ET: NFP20 Eastern Traverse, Sl, S3, S5: NFP20
Southern Traverse lines 1, 3 and 5.
1: Molasse and Po Basin, 2: Jura Mountains, 3: UtrahelveticNappes,4: External
Massifs; 5: Helvetic Nappes, 6: Penninic Nappes, 7: Austroalpine Nappes, 8:
Southern Alps, 9: Tertiary Intrusives
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5. CASE STUDY: NFP20 EASTERNAND
SOUTHERNTRAVERSES

5.1 Deep Seismic Reflection Data

In this chapterthe practical problemsinvolved in the preparationof digital seismicline

drawings from the original seismic reflection data and the subsequent ray-theoretical
depth migrationare addressed.

As an illustrative and challengingexample the NFP20 eastern and southern deep
seismic reflection traverses across the Swiss Alps (Frei et al. 1989) have been chosen.

Thesetraverses run subparallel to the Alpine segment of the EuropeanGeotraverse(EGT)
(cf. Mueller and Banda 1983) and consist of four major seismicreflection profiles (ET,
Sl, S3, S5) crossingthe entireare of the Central Alps from the sub-Apine Molassein the

north to the edge of the Po Basin in the south (see Figure 4.1). The individual profiles
ränge from 5 (line S5) to 95 km (line ET) in length. Althoughlogistic problems did not

allow to shootthis Alpine reflectiontraverse in the form of one single profile, the ultimate

goal of the NFP20 deep seismicreflection profiling campaign was to obtain a detailed

unified acoustic image of the crust below the central Alps. The problem to be solved is

therefore not only the imaging process sensu strictu, i.e. the depth migration of the

observed reflectivity, but also the combination of the individual seismic lines into one

single profile.

Digital SeismicLine Drawings oftheNFP20Eastern and Southern Traverses

The acquisition and processing strategies appliedto the NFP20 deep seismicreflection

data have been discussedin detail by Valasek et al. (1990) and consequently only those

aspects relevant to line drawing preparation are recapitulated here.
The entire eastern traverse (line ET) and line S3 of the southern traverse were

acquired using both Vibroseis and explosive sources. The Vibroseis source has a

controlled source spectrum and providesa high resolution at uppercrustal levels (down
to approximately 5 s TWT) but, at the high ambient noise levelscommon in Switzerland,
generally fails to penetrate the deeper parts of the crust. This energy deficiency at lower
crustal levels was compensated by shooting strong but irregularly spaced explosive
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charges into the same receiver spreads(chargesizes vary roughly between 100 and 1000

kg; shot spacingis approximately 10 km on average).
In order to portray the reflectivity in the subsurface oflines ET and S3 as accurately

as possible the line drawings were prepared from the Vibroseis data in the upper part (i.e.
down to about 5 s TWT) and from the dynamitedata in the lower part. The process of

abstracting the processed seismicdata into a line drawingof the observed reflectivity is

discussedin chapter 3 (see also Holligerand Klemperer (1989), Valasekand Holliger
(1990) and Warner (1986,1987)) and is illustrated in Figure 5.1 with the example of the

northernmost 15 km of the eastern traverse (line ET). Everyeffort was made to conserve

as much as possibleof the internal characteristics of the various reflectivitypatterns
observed in the differenttectonic units (Valasek et al. in press).

In contrast to lines ET and S3, lines Sl and S5 were acquired using irregularly
spaced explosionsonly and for that reason their resolution in the topmost 2 to 3 s TWT is

much lower than the one of the lines ET and S3. Figures 5.2 a, b, c and d show the

unmigrated line drawings digitisedfrom lines ET, Sl, S3 and S5.

5.2 Combination of the NFP20 Eastern and Southern Traverses

MigrationBefore orAfter Profile Combination?
In order to obtain a unified acoustic image of the crust across the entire Alpine are the

individual seismiclines of the NFP20eastern and southern traverses must be combined

into one single profile. Now that we have all the prerequisites for a successful depth
migration, i.e. migrationvelocity structure(Figure 5.3) and digital line drawings (Figures
5.2a, b, c, d) of the seismicreflectiondata, the obvious questionthat arises is whether to

do this combination before or aftermigration.
Unlike migration algorithmsbased on the wave equation ray-theoretical migrationdoes
not suffer from edge effects, i.e. discontinuitiesin the boundary/initial values. Hence one

might be temptedto argue for a combination of the individual profiles after migration.
Since our velocity model is derivedfrom seismic wide-angle profilesperpendicularto the

seismic reflection traverses the contours of this velocity model (Figure 5.3) need

migrationas well and the reliability of the migration of such a sparsely sampled dataset

critically depends on the number of data points and thus on the lateral extent ofthe model.
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Figure 5.2. Unmigrated digitised line drawingsprepared from the NFP20
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location see Figure 4.1.
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c) Unmigratedline drawing ofline S3 (Vibroseis and dynamite combined)
d) Unmigratedline drawing of line S5 (dynamiteonly)
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In our casethe velocity model would have to be chopped up into segments ranging from
5 (line S5) to 95 km (line ET) in length. On someof these segments the geometryof the

velocity model would have to be interpolated which necessarily would result in

considerable uncertainties of the migration velocity model and consequently in

inconsistencies and errors in the subsequent combination process. According to the
criteria developed in chapter 3 profiles Sl and S5 (Figure 4.1) are too short to be

migrated independently because in such a case we do not only lose information by
reflectivity migratingout of the profilebut necessarily we also lack reflectivity migrating
in from outside the profile; this results in a biased acoustic image of the covered
subsurface. The migration of short profiles combined through one consistent velocity
model can at least partially overcome this problemof insufficient profile length.Provided
that the data can be projectedinto one single profile in a suitableway, the simultaneous

depth migration of the reflection data and the velocity structure after projection and
combination therefore seems to be preferable.

Finally, one may argue that migrationafter projection and combination is the more

independent and therefore more objective approach because the temptation of an

interpretativecombination of the seismicdata - such as to match the known geological
structureor to reduce the amount ofconflictingdips - is not given.

How to Combine the Individual Profiles?
Since the NFP20eastern and southerntraverses were acquired subparallel to the Alpine
segmentof the EGTwhichruns perpendicularto the majortectonic units (Figure 4.1), it
is sensible to projectthe individual seismic lines into this profile. But how?

Laubscher(1990) connected the eastern traverse (line ET) and the norfhernend of
the southerntraverse (line Sl) by projecting along the strike of the Aar Massif. Because
of the dramatic changes ofthe structural style and strike direction across the Alpine are,

particularlysouthof the Aar Massif,this approach is problematicand, not unexpectedly,
led him to find a pronounceddiscrepancybetweenthe geologically mapped location of
the Insubric Line and its interpreted expression in the seismic data. Moreover, the
reflections considered to originate from the Moho along lines ET and Sl became

unaligned(Laubscher 1990).
For the purposes of this work the combination of the individualprofiles of the

NFP20eastern and southerntraverses aims at obtaining a unified acoustic image which is
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representative at a crustal scale. As a consequenceany approach relying on surface

geology only - even when integrated on a regional scale - is problematic because - in

general - the upper crust of the Alps mustbe expected to be detached from the middle and

lower crust due to flake tectonics. On the other hand Bouguer gravity anomalies primarily
do reflect the gross structure of the crust as a whole (Kissling 1980, 1984; Kissling et al.

1983) and hencetheir regional trend is consideredto be a suitable projection direction for

the purposes of this work. The gravity effectof the Ivrea Body must be subtracted from
the original Bouguer gravity anomalies because it is assumed to be not presentin the

subsurfaceimaged by the NFP20 eastern and southern traverses (Kissling 1980, 1984;
Schwendener 1984; Schwendener and Mueller 1990). As demonstratedby Kissling
(1980, 1984) the trend of the thus "Ivrea-corrected" Bouguer gravity anomalies closely
follows an east-westorientation for the entire region relevant to this study, i.e. from the

southernend of the eastern traverse to the edge of the Po Piain near Chiasso (Figure 5.4).

5.3 Depth Migration

Migration VelocityModel
All seismic wide-angle profiles relevant to this study do intersect the EGTand with the

exceptionof the Säntis-Jaunpassprofile all of them do image the entire crust below the
EGT(Figure 4.1). Therefore,the migrationvelocity model can be constructedwithout

projection (again with the exception of the Säntis-Jaunpassprofile) directly from the

velocity-depthfunctionsof the seismicwide-angle profiles at their intersection points
with the EGT (Figures4.2 to 4.8). As evident from Figures 4.2 to 4.8 lateral velocity
variations are rather mild on a large scale. Therefore a migrationvelocity model with the

followingconstant interval velocities was considered to be appropriate(cf. Rothe and

Peterschmitt 1950):
• Sediments (sub-AlpineMolasse, SouthernAlps): 5.0 km/s (Stäuble 1990; Deichmann et

al. 1986).
• Upper crust: 6.1 km/s
• Lowercrust: 6.5 km/s
• Upper mantle:8.1 km/s
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The geometryof the Sediments of the sub-Alpine Molasse and the Southern Alps was

inferred directly from the unmigratedseismic reflection data. Figure 5.3 shows the

resulting unmigrated velocity model along the EGT. This velocity model is, as already
mentioned before in chapter 4, a minimumor "macro-model"(Berkhout 1987) of the

velocity structure ofthe subsurfaceand its only purpose andjustification is to allow an

accurate depth migrationof the observed reflectivity.

DepthMigration,i.e. Image Reconstruction
Figure 5.5 shows the unmigrated composite time section resulting from the projection of

the NFP20 eastern (Figure 5.2 a) and southern (Figure5.2 b,c,d) traverses along the

east-west running trend of the "Ivrea-corrected" Bouguer gravity anomalies (Figure 5.4)
onto the EGT (Figure 4.1). Though this profile already shows some aspects of the

integrated fine structure of the crust below the central Alps, it still represents a severely
distorted acoustic image (as e.g. illustrated by the numerous conflicting reflector dips)
because migration and depth conversion have not yet been performed. Figure 5.6 shows

the image resulting from the ray-theoreticaldepth migrationof the time section shownin

Figure 5.5 using the velocity structure sketched in Figure 5.3.

The most crucial test for any projection and migration methodis the correlation

betweenthe resulting acoustic image and known or interpretable parts of the geological
structure of the subsurface. In the case of the NFP20 eastern and southern traverses the

mylonite zone of the Insubric Line is the only well-documentedgeologic feature that is
believedto be unambiguouslyimaged by the seismicdata. As can be seen in Figure 5.6
the migrated reflections from the Insubric Line neatly project into its mapped outcrop
location.Moreover, a correctly performed projection and migrationprocedure does result

in a spatial deconvolution of the dataset, i.e. increases its spatial resolution by removing
the effects of geometric spreadingand reducing "cross dip" effects (Berkhout and Van

Wulfften Palthe 1979). Ray theoryassumes that the input data have perfect resolution and
therefore does not remove the effects of geometric spreading. However, the amount of

conflicting dips has been drastically reduced and the "crispness" - and thus the

interpretability- of the migrated section have been increased(compareFigures 5.5 and

5.6). Finally, the simultaneous depth migration of the seismicreflection and refraction
data leads to an amazingly good agreement betweenthe refraction Moho and the base of
the reflective lowercrust, i.e. the "reflection Moho" (cf. Klemperer et al. 1986; Braile
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and Chiang 1986). On the other hand the generally good agreement between the

"Conrad" discontinuity interpreted from the seismic refraction data and the top of the

reflectivelower crust (cf. Mooneyand Bracher 1987; Wever 1989) suggested by Figure
5.6 should not be over-emphasized becauseoverall both features are ill-defined.

Although the points made above do by no means representa formal proof of the
correctness of the projection and the migration approach taken in this work they
nevertheless significantly increase the confidence one may have in the resulting depth-
migrated acoustic image of the Alpine crust as shown in Figure 5.6.

5.4 Interpretation

Basic Problems

Whilst based on surface geology and/orwell information seismic reflections from the

sedimentarycover can be correlated with distinct lithologies(e.g. Holligerand Klemperer
1989), the interpretationof reflectionsfromwithin the crystallinebasementis much more

difficult. Deep seismic reflection profiles representacoustic snapshots of the present
physical State of the crust, which almost everywhere is the result of a complicated,
multiphase tectonic history. Moreover, every tectonic event can have different impacts at

different crustal levels (e.g. Furlong and Fountain 1986; McKenzie and Bickle 1988),
simultaneously create new reflectivitypatterns and destroy older ones or find no

expressionat all in the crustal reflectivity. Therefore,in addition to the uncertainties on
the physicalorigin of deep seismicreflections(e.g. Matthews 1986; Warner 1990) there
often is a considerableuncertainty on the age of their formation (cf. Klemperer et al.

1990). As a consequencethe tectonic interpretationof deep seismic reflection data is -

even after proper processing and migration - anything but straightforwardand every
effort must be made to substantiateit by using complementarygeological and geophysical
information.

The surface geology of the Alps has been extensively studiedand at least for the
most recent deformation phases has led to essentially consistent large-scale tectonic
modeis (cf. Trümpy 1980; Coward and Dietrich 1989). Moreover, the eastward axial

plunge of the tectonic grain allows to project geologic structures observed at the surface
further to the west to depths of 5 to 10 km in the ränge of the NFP20 eastern and
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southern traverses (Pfiffner et al. 1990). In the central Alps the amount of surface

geology that can be more or less directlycorrelated with the imaged reflectivity (such as

the Penninic nappes and the Insubric Line) is therefore probably unique. In addition to

these geological constraints for the upper crust there is a wealth of complementary
geophysicalinformationwhich is particularlyrelevant at middle and lower crustal levels

(Mueller et al. 1976, 1980). In this context the seismic wide-angle data discussed in

chapter 4 (see Figures 4.1 to 4.8) are of upmost importance because their orientation

parallel to the structural trend as well as the relatively dense lateral spacing of the

individual profiles (approximately20km on average)make them a formidable sourceof

informationfor the large-scalevelocity structureof the Alpine crust (Muelleret al. 1980)
and as such also an ideal database for the derivation of a suitable migration velocity
model.

Review ofSome Models ofAlpine Tectonics

The followingreview is by no means intended to be complete. Its purpose is to present
some corner stones which in my opinion have fruitfully contributed to the still on-going
debateon the tectonic and geodynamicevolution of the Alps.

Based on tectonic balancing considerations alreadyAmpferer (1906) came to the

conclusion that substantial amounts of crustal material had disappeared during Alpine
compression.Althoughour present ideas of plate tectonics were not to be born until some

sixty years later and not even the distinction between crust and mantle had yet been

workedout, Ampferer (1906) quite clearly depicted a subduction process, which he

descriptively called "Verschluckung" and "Unterströmung", to account for the observed

surface geology. Amongst other early workers also Argand (1916, 1924) and Staub

(1928) have developed large-scale tectonic modeis for the Alpine orogeny. Despite the
fact that these modeis were only based on the courageous extrapolationof surface

geology and brilliant intuition - and therefore led to rather rough sketches of the deep
orogenic structure - many of the crucial features still have their validity by today's
Standards (cf. Mueller 1989).

Anotherbig step towards a unifyingtectonicmodel was made by Laubscher(1970,
1971) who, still largely based on geological evidence, tried to explain the evolution of the

Alps in the light of modern plate tectonics.This model suggeststhe subduction of the

European lithosphere beneath the African plate at a rather low angle until the onset of
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continental collision in the Eocene. The subsequent near-vertical orientation of the

subductionzone and the simultaneousbivergent subductionof both the Europeanand the

African plates, includingunspecifiedamounts of crustal material, is then postulated to

accountfor the steepeningof the root zone, the backthrusting of the Penninic and Austro-

Alpine nappes and the late neo-Alpine crustal shorteninginferred for the Southern Alps
(Laubscher 1970, 1971, 1985).

The presence of such a near-vertical "lithospheric root" of relatively high velocity,
highdensity and low temperaturebeneaththe axial zone of the Alpine are was found to be

compatible with the observed dispersion behaviour of seismic surface waves (Panza and

Mueller 1979; Panza et al. 1980), teleseismic P-wave delay times (Baer 1979, 1980) and
the positive residual gravity anomalies after having stripped off the gravity effect of the

ernst (Kissling 1980, 1982; Kisslinget al. 1983; Schwendener 1984; Schwendener and
Mueller 1990). Based on the assumption of a vertical orientation of the subduction zone

Kissling et al. (1983) and Wernerand Kissling (1985, 1988) have developed kinematic
and dynamic modeis that cannot only account for the positive residual gravity anomaly
but also for the inferred neo-Alpine uplift rates. The dynamic model of Werner and

Kissling (1985, 1988) is similar to the more general considerationsof Fleitout and

Froidevaux (1982) who have shownthat the density anomalies induced by lithospheric
subductionand thickening may act as a self-sustainingdriving force during the processof
of mountainbuüding. For the special case of the Alps Fleitout and Froidevaux's(1982)
general dynamic model is very satisfying in that it not only offers an attractive explanation
for the on-goingcompressionin the Alpine are (cf. Mueller 1984) after continental
collisionbut also naturally incorporates major tectonic features in the foreland of the Alps
such as a flexural Molasse Basin and rift zones. Moreover, Fleitout and Froidevaux

(1982) showed that this dynamic model does not eritieally depend on the geometry of the

subduction zone and the associatedthickening of the lithosphere. Karner and Watts

(1983) have modelledthe observed gravity anomalies and Moho topography (Muelleret
al. 1980) by loading an elastic lithosphere with the known load of the topography and

unknown subsurfaceloads. Although it turns out that substantial subsurface loads must

be present, which is essentiallya reproduetionof the resultsof previous isostatic studies

by Kissling (1980) and Klingele and Kissling (1982), this approach does not consider
the effectof a lithosphericroot sensu strictu.

Hsü (1979) presented a model for the post-Eocene Alpine tectonics in which no

lithospheric subduction occurs and the entire neo-Alpine shorteningof at least 100 km
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(Trümpy 1980) is taken up by the internal deformation of the European plate. This

hypothetical reconstruction results in a steep contact zone betweenthe Aar Massif and the

Penninic Front and avoids the problemsarising from the subduction of large amounts of

crustal material. Butler (1986) instead favoured - based on rather detailed tectonic

balancing in the western Alps - the subduction of substantial amounts of lower crustal

material at a shallow angle during the neo-Alpine phase. In contrast to Hsü (1979) this

tectonic model requires the frontal Penninic nappes being thrust onto the southern flank

of the external massifs at a rather low angle. To avoid isostatic problems in the still

subsidingPo Basin and to account for the postulated continuity of the refraction Moho

across the Alps (Muelleret al. 1980) Butler (1986)suggestedthat eclogite metamorphism
below 50 km raised the density and the velocity of the subducted crust to the

corresponding values of the upper mantle. Based on tectonic balancing considerations
and the preliminaryinterpretationofthe unmigrated NFP20eastern and western traverses

(SchweizerischeArbeitsgruppefür Reflexionsseismik1988) and the unmigrated ECORS-
CROPprofile across the western Alps (Bayer et al. 1987) Laubscher(1988) came again
to the conclusion that substantial amounts of lithospheric - includingcrustal - material

must have been subducted.In contrast to Butler(1986) and Spakman (1990) Laubscher
(1988), however, still favoursa vertical orientationofthe lithospheric slab at depth.

Nowadays most geologists agree on a post-Eocenetectonic model involving
substantial - albeit unknown in volume and geometry - southward subduction of

European lower crust. The huge Stack of upper crustalrocks recognized particularly in

the Penninic domain simply requires the "disappearance"of lower crustal rocks from

which it was detached (cf. Trümpy 1980; Laubscherand Bernoulli 1982; Coward and

Dietrich 1989). On the other hand estimates ofpost-Eocene shorteningof the European
crust are rather ill-constrained.Most authors, however, agree that it must be in the order

of 100 km, possiblymuch morebut certainly not much less (cf. Trümpy 1980; Coward
and Dietrich 1989). Following the above argumentsthen - in analogy to the Penninic
domain - also the Southern Alps, i.e. the Adriatic plate, requires the northward

shortening of some 50 km in order to accommodatethe observed late neo-Alpine
southvergentthrusting ofthe upper crust (cf. Laubscher1985, 1989; Roeder 1989).
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Tentative Interpretation ofthe Combined Depth-MigratedNFP20 Eastern and Southern

Traverses

At the northernend of the depth-migratedprofile shownin Figure 5.6 there is an almost

perfect agreementbetween the refraction and the reflection Moho (cf. Klempereret al.

1986; Braile and Chiang 1986). After migration they both dip south at an angle of

approximately 15 degrees. From the fact that the basementnorth of the Aar Massif has

seenno or only litüe internaldeformationduring the Alpine orogeny (Pfiffneret al. 1990)
we mayconclude that the origin of the reflectionsfrom the EuropeanMoho and probably
also of the sporadic "Conrad" reflectors are of pre-Alpine age. With the onset of the

upper crustalPenninic reflectivity (at a distance around 40 to 50 km) the lower crust and

the Moho abruptly cease to be reflective. The strong, multicyclic and laterally
discontinuous Penninic reflectivityreaches down to a depth of 15 to 20 km. It is

considered to arise from a "subhorizontal" Stack of crystallinenappes separated by thin

slivers of Sediments (Pfiffneret al. 1990).
Just north of the Insubric Line at a distance of 70 to 90 km and a depth ränge of 50

to 60 km (Figure 5.6) there is a deep reflectionpackagewhose overall character, dip and
extrapolated depth match those of the EuropeanreflectionMoho lost some30 km further

north. If this feature in fact represents the southern continuation of the European
reflectionMoho lost with the onset of the strong upper-crustal reflectivity in the Penninic

domain then our acoustic image clearly depicts the subduction of at least some 10 kmof

the lowermost Europeancrust below the Adriatic promontory of the Africanplate at a low

angle (15 to 20 degrees). As evidentfrom Figure 5.6 this interpretation is compatible
with the migrated Mohopoints inferred from the seismic wide-angle data. In fact an

amazingly similar topography of the Moho and the lower crust emerges from seismic

reflectionandrefraction data in the westernAlps (Bayer et al. 1987; ECORS-CROPDeep
Seismic Sounding Group 1989) and in the Pyrenees (Daignieres et al. 1982; ECORS
Pyrenees Team 1988; Choukroune andECORS Team 1989). Similarto the southward

downdip of the European Moho and lower crust and in agreement with the strongly
asymmetric Alpine "Moho trough" interpreted by Mueller et al. (1980), Figure 5.6

Supports a northward downbending the Adriatic Moho and lower crust.

Therefore assuminga pre-Alpineage for the origin of the reflectionsfrom the Moho

and the lowercrust and a meso- or neo-Alpine age for the origin of the reflections from

the middle and upper crust the following large-scale tectonic model is quite naturally
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advocated by the combined depth-migratedNFP20eastern and southerntraverses shown

in Figure 5.6:

With the onset of continental collisionin late Eocene times subductionof European
lower crust continued - possiblydue to a self-sustainingdriving mechanismsuch as the

one suggested by Fleitout and Froidevaux (1982) - though at a rather low rate (<0.5 cm/y
for an estimated neo-Alpine shorteningof 100 to 200 km (Trümpy 1980; Butler 1986;
Coward and Dietrich 1989)). The fact that the crustal thicknessof the European and

Adriaticcontinental margins had been previously dramaticallyreduced as a result of

Triassic and Jurassic rifting may havefacilitated early crustal shorteningand subduction.

The meetingof the two "grown-up"crusts in the Oligocene (cf. Trümpy 1980) led to a

space problem which in turn resulted in a downbending of the Adriatic Moho and lower

crust, wedging at mid-crustal levels (Mueller et al. 1980; Kahle et al. 1980; Mueller

1990), backthrustingand verticalmovementsat Upper crustal levels (Heitzmann 1987;
Pfiffner et al. 1990) as well as in the uplift of the external massifs and the progressionof
nappe formation and subhorizontalthrusting into the Alpine forelands(Trümpy 1980;
Coward and Dietrich 1989). The downbending of the Adriatic Moho and lower crust

suggestedby Mueller et al. (1980) and by Figure 5.6 can in fact account for most of the

interpreted late neo-Alpine shortening of the upper crust in the Southern Alps (Laubscher
1985, 1989; Roeder 1989). However, the simultaneous bivergent near-vertical
subduction or "Verschluckung" of both the European and the African lithospheres as

postulatedby Laubscher (1971) cannot be substantiated on the basis of the available

seismicreflection data. Wedging at mid-crustal levels has been previously inferred by
Kahle et al. (1980) and Kissling (1980, 1982) from the presence of a distinct local

gravity high in the Ticinoand by Mueller et al. (1980)based on the detailed interpretation
of seismic wide-angle data. In the low-pass filtered reinterpretation of some of these

profiles used for the purposes of this work (cf. Figures 4.1 to 4.8) the thickeningof the

slow uppercrust relativeto the fast lower crust (see Figures 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6) in the axial

zone of the Alps may be considered as an indication of mid-crustal wedging in

conjunctionwith lower crustalsubduction(cf. Mueller 1990). The concentration of upper
crustalvertical movements in the contact zone of the EuropeanandAdriatic platesresulted
in the developmentof the highly reflective mylonite zone of the Insubric Line (Fountain et

al. 1984; Schmid et al. 1987, 1989). The fact that after migrationthe reflections from the

Insubric Line are confinedto the upper crust, i.e. 15 to 20km depth, (Figure5.6) may be

taken as furtherindirectevidence for subhorizontal wedgingin the middlecrust.
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The topography of the refraction and reflection Mohos suggests that at least the

recent parts of the neo-Alpine subduction of the European lower crust and uppermost
mantle have occurred at a low angle of 15 to 20 degrees (Figure5.6). Since the lower

crust cannot be expected to havebeen coupled with the tectonic evolutionof the middle

and upper crust and since the original positions of the observed Moho reflections are

unknown the total amount of this low-anglesubduction can hardly be quantified.
The above tectonic of coursemodel just represents one possible explanationof the

reflectivity distributionwithin the Alpine crust shown in Figure 5.6. And againone has to

bear in mind that this image is nothing but an acoustic snapshot of the present-day
physical State of the crust below the central Alps, in which certain important tectonic

features may have found no expression at all whereas some other rather unimportant
aspects may well be over-emphasized. However, with all its crudeness and limitations I

do considerthe above interpretationto be an attractiveand appealingone because it is in

good qualitative agreementwith the relatively well-establishedpost-Eocene tectonic

evolutionof the Alps and the mass balanceconsiderationsderived therefrom as well as

with the most pertinent complementarygeophysicalinformationsuch as the pronounced
asymmetry of the Moho "trough", the low average crustalvelocity in the Penninicdomain

(Mueller et al. 1980), the local gravity high in the Ticino (Kahle et al. 1980; Kissling
1980,1982) and the presence of a lithospheric root requiredby gravity (Kissling 1980,
1982; Kissling et al. 1983; Schwendener 1984; Schwendener and Mueller 1990), surface

wavedispersion analysis (Panza and Mueller 1979; Panza et al. 1980), teleseismic delay
times (Baer 1979, 1980), teleseismic tomography (Spakman 1990) and the elevated

velocities in the upper mantle beneath the ALP75 seismic wide-angle profile (Yan and

Mechie 1989)..
The geometric inconsistencybetweenthe gentlysouth-dipping subduction of the

European lower crust and uppermostmantle shown in Figure 5.6 and the near-vertical
orientation of the lithosphericroot inferred from the analysis of surface wavedispersion
(Panza and Mueller 1979; Panza et al. 1980) and teleseismic P-wave delay times (Baer
1979, 1980) is only a crude approximation of the actual Situation. In this contextthree

importantarguments have to be noted. First, the acoustic image derived in the course of

this work (Figure 5.6) reaches to a depth of only some 60 km and necessarily leaves

everythingbelow open to speculation; second, the geophysical methods (surface wave
dispersion, teleseismic P-wave delays) used to interpretthe near-verticalorientationof the

lithospheric slab at greaterdepth have a rather low resolution even on a lithospheric scale;
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third, post-Eocene Alpine tectonics can be as readily explained by the gently south-

dipping subduction of the European plate (cf. Butler 1986) as with the simultaneous

bivergent near-vertical subduction of both the European and the Adriatic plates (cf.
Laubscher1970, 1971).
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6. DISCUSSION

As pointed out by Klemperer(1989) and confirmed by the 1990 CCSS (Commission on
Controlled Source Seismology in the International Association of Seismology and
Physics of the Earth's Interior; see e.g. Ansorge et al. 1982) Workshop at Fellhorst,
Germany, the conventionalprocessingof deep seismicreflectiondata including Stack and

post-stack S/N enhancement has reached a high degree of maturity and standardization.

This is not true for migration. Although it is commonly acknowledged that all deep
seismicdataought to be migrated in order to yield a less distorted acoustic image of the

subsurfaceit is often done either in a lukewarm way or not at all. In my opinion the

reason for this stepmotherly behaviour towards migration is to be attributed to the fact

that "tinned" seismic processing Software works well as far as S/N enhancement and

CMP-stackingof deep data are concemed but Standard migrationalgorithmsare generally
ill-behaved.

In the methodological part of this work (chapters 2 and 3) I have shown how

importantthe migrationof deep seismic reflection data is and how sensitive this process
is to an accurate parametrisationof the velocity field. Short, laterally discontinuous
reflectionsegments and high ambient noise levelscharacteristicof deep seismic reflection

data represent fundamental violations ofthe boundary/initial value problem of the scalar

waveequation upon which conventionalmigration is based. As a consequencethe more

accurate an algorithmmodeisthe scalarwaveequationthe moredisastrous are the effects
of these data insufficiencies.Attempts to overcome at least the noiseproblem by harsh
enhancement of coherent energy either before (e.g. Valasek et al. 1990) or during
(Milkereit 1987) migration have led to certain improvements.However, the sensitive

parametrisation of the coherency filter and the gain function results in the loss of much of
the original amplitude and phase information and makes this approach prone to the

introduction of artefacts. Moreover,the result still does have a "smiley", overmigrated
look due to the lateral discontinuity of the reflection segments and "lacking" diffractions
at their ends (cf. Warner 1987).

I therefore argue that in the case of deep seismic reflection data ray-theoretical
migration of the observed travel times, i.e. of a digitised line drawingof the observed

primary reflectionsand diffractions, represents the vital alternativeto migratingthe "füll"

observed wave field using algorithms based on the scalar wave equation. Ray theory
represents a crude first-orderapproximation to the Solutions of the wave equation for
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high frequencies and for this reason does not suffer from the data insufficiencies

hamperingwaveequation migration. Ray-theoretical migration is geometricallyaccurate
and numerically efficient, can handle very complex velocity structures and is able to

account for geometric focusing and defocusing effects; as a high-frequency
approximation it does, however, assume perfect resolution of the stacked input data and

therefore,unlike waveequation migration, does not increase the spatialresolution of the

migrated section by collapsing the Fresnelzone. I think that the major objection against
ray-theoretical migrationwhich concems the inherent subjectivityof the hand-made line

drawings and their lack of amplitude andphase informationis largely invalidated by the

fact that - as mentioned above - computer-generated line drawings used to trick

conventionalalgorithms(cf. Valasek et al. 1990; Milkereit 1987) are subjective as well

and are unlikely to contain much original amplitude and phase information. Finally, one
must not forget that until the early 1970s virtuallyall the oil discoveries - amongst them

someof the worlds largesthydrocarbon reserves - were made based on ray migrationof
"picked" time sections and that ray theoretical depth migration of interpreted time

horizonsis still standardly used by the oil industry (Sattlegger 1982).
I have shown that at the travel times and velocities relevant for deep seismic

reflection datathe parametrisationof the velocity field is of considerableimportance. If

one assumes that the observed reflectivity on normal-incidence seismic datarepresents
random deviations from a so-called macro-velocitystructure(e.g. determined by the most

prominent wide-angle reflections) then it is sensible to separate the large-scale
components of the velocity field from its small-scale components for the purpose of

migration. A smoothedvelocity structure such as obtainedby the minimuminterpretation
of seismicwide-angle data may thus be considerednot only as a sufficientbut as an ideal

migrationvelocity model. This approach assumesthat wavepropagation is governedby
the large-scale velocity structure of the medium and is independent of reflectivityand,
therefore, it is strictly valid only if first-orderdiscontinuities of the large-scale velocity
structure do not coincidewith continuous reflected phases in the seismicreflection data.

Unlike reflectorsfrom within the sedimentarycover individual deep crustalreflectorsare

rarely laterally continuous and therefore cannot be expected to show a one-to-one

correlationwith the discontinuitiesof the laterally smoothedlarge-scalevelocity field. On

the other hand changes in crustal reflectivity, such as the "reflection Moho" (cf.
Klempereret al. 1986), maywell correspond to changes in lithology and as such to first-

or second-order velocity discontinuities. Therefore the convergence of changes in
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reflectivitywith the contours of the macro-velocity structure after migration is one

possible indication of the correctness of the used migrationvelocity model.
The experience gained in the course of this work allows some commentson the

peculiaritiesof the acquisition of the NFP20 Alpine reflectiontraverses (cf. Valasek et al.

1990). The strategy to achieve, wherever possible, a redundant coverage of highly
resolving Vibroseis data and strong single-fold dynamite data was proven to be

successful. A crustal study at this scale would not have been possible on the basis of one

dataset alone: e.g. only a fractionofthe upper crustalPenninic and Helveticreflectivity is

imaged by the dynamitedata whilst the Vibroseisdatado in generalnot provide reliable
informationat lower crustallevels (Pfiffner et al. 1988; Pfiffner et al. 1990; Valasek et al.

in press). While combining the two datasets during line drawing preparation, i.e.

Vibroseisdata for the upper and middle crust and dynamitedata for the middle and lower

crust, I generally found - despite the crooked line geometryand the relativelylarge offsets
of the dynamite data - a one-to-one correlation of reflectors that were imaged by both

datasets. The most likely explanation for this phenomenon is a considerable lateral

continuity of the most prominentreflectors as well as the robustness of the NMO-

correction at mid and lower crustallevels (at 10 s TWT and a maximumoffsetof 10 km

using a NMO-velocityof 6.0 km/s instead of one of 6.5 km/s results in a maximumtravel

time difference of only 0.02 s, whichis barely recognizable).
For the purpose of a unifyingstudy the fact that unlike the ECORS Pyrenees line

(ECORS Pyrenees Team 1988; Choukroune andECORS Team 1989) and the ECORS-
CROPline across the western Alps (Bayer et al. 1987; Nicolas et al. 1990) the NFP20

Alpine traverses had to be acquiredin the form of several individual segments (cf. Frei et

al. 1989; Valaseket al. 1990, in press) is unfortunate. In order to gain a unified acoustic

image across the central Alpine are covered by the NFP20 traverses the individual

profileshave to be combined. With the strong lateral variations of surface geology in the

Penninic domain any such combination is bound to be a subjective and in certain aspects
an insufficientcompromise for the upper crust. The approach takenin this work aimed at

the consistencyof complementarygeophysical data on a crustal scale as well as on the
actual topography. Henceprojeeting horizontaUy along the relatively smooth east-west

trend of the "Ivrea-corrected"Bouguer gravity isolines (Kissling 1980, 1984) is
considered to be sensible for the middle and lower crust. Since upper crustaleffects are

not adequatelyrepresentedin this trend of the correctedBouguer gravity anomalies this

approach leads to inconsistencies in the upper crustal reflectivitypatterns and their
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geological interpretation:although it is not entirely clear how to correlate the Penninic

gneiss nappes of the Ticinowith those of the Grisons (cf. Trümpy 1980), the base of the

upper crustal reflectivity on line Sl at 2 to 3 s TWT is unlikely to correspond to the base

of the Tambonappe on line ET (cf. Pfiffner et al. 1990) as suggested by this projection
technique.

Whilst in areas of mild tectonic variations coincident parallelseismicreflectionand
refraction profiles (Mooneyand Brocher 1987) may be an ideal combination, in more

complicatedenvironments seismic wide-angleprofiles ought to be oriented parallel to the

structural trend in order to reduce the negativeeffects of spatialaliasing. On the other

hand seismicreflectionprofiles should always be oriented perpendicularto the tectonic
trend in order to permit an unbiased and complete sampling of a 2-dimensional cross

section through the actual 3-dimensional wave field. Therefore the availability of

relativelydensely-spaced(approximately20km on average)seismicwide-angle profiles
oriented parallel to the structural grain ofthe centralAlpine are (cf. Figure 4.1), which is

the result of long-term careful scientific planning and coordinationat an international

level (cf. Mueller et al. 1980 and references therein), to my knowledge represents an

absolutely unique Situation.

The migration velocity model for the combined NFP20 deep seismic reflection

profiles was derived from reinterpreting these profiles in a low-pass filtered way (cf.
Figure 5.3). Since such an approach strongly emphasizes lateral continuity locally clear

but laterally discontinuouswave groups had to be discardedin someplaceswhereasin

other placesweak but otherwise laterally continuous wave groups were considered. By
no means is the resulting velocity model (cf. Figure 5.3) intended to be an alternativeor

even an improvement on any previous or future detailed velocity model of the crustal

structure. Its only purpose and justification is to provide a macro-model that allows

accurate migrationover the entire length of the combined NFP20 eastern and southern
traverses.

Since the interfaces of the macro-modelare not horizontal,the reflectionpoints are

not located vertically beneaththe refractionprofiles and consequentlyhave to be migrated
as well before serving as input for the migrationof the digitised line drawings. This was
achieved by Converting the velocity contoursinto two-way travel time and then migrating
them in the same way as the reflectiondata. Assuming a pre-Alpine age of origin for the

reflectionsfrom the lower crust and the Moho and meso- to neo-Alpine ages of origin for
the reflections from the middle and upper crust the resulting acoustic image (cf. Figure
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5.6) is interpreted as originating from the post-Eocene low-angle subduction of the

Europeanlower crust and topmost mantle below the Adriatic promontoryof the African

plate. This is interpreted to have resulted in the northwarddownbendingof Adriatic
lower crust and Moho (cf. Valaseket al. in press), wedging at mid-crustal levels (cf.
Kahle et al. 1980; Mueller et al. 1980; Mueller 1990; ETH WorkingGroup 1990) and
sub-horizontal nappe emplacementsas well as vertical escape movementsat upper crustal
levels (cf. Trümpy 1980; Coward and Dietrich 1989; Pfiffner et al. 1990). This tectonic

concept is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.1. Similar - albeit not identical -

interpretations have been proposedfor the Pyrenees profile (Choukroune and ECORS
Team 1989) and the deep seismic reflection profile in the western Alps (Nicolas et al.
1990).
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Figure 6.1. Cartoon illustrating the present-day lithospheric framework of the
centralAlps as interpretedby Pfiffner (1990) from a precursorof Figure 5.6.
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The gently south-dipping subduction zone inferred from the depth-migrated
reflectionand refractiondata shown in Figure 5.6 implies substantialdifferential motions

between the base of the crust and the base of the lithosphere, at presentnot included in

the most prominent tectonic (Laubscher 1970, 1971) and geophysical(Panza and Mueller

1979; Panza et al. 1980) modeis, both ofwhich favour a near-vertical "Verschluckung".
In addition, Figure 5.6 places clear constraints on the crustal geometryof thosemodeis
and implies a very narrow zone beneath the Alps in which any possible near-vertical
downdipping of the crust could be accommodated. Evidently the proposedlarge-scale
tectonic model does not require Butler's (1986) eclogite transitionbelow 50km to make

the refraction Moho continuous across the Alpine are. But what about the buoyancy of
the subducted crustalmaterial? Now that we have a betterunderstanding of the shallow

geometryof the Alpine subductionzone it should be subject to future gravimetric studies

to put constraintson howmuch crustalmaterial in which density ränge can be subducted.
The additional a priori informationon the geometryof the deeper parts of the subducted

lithosphere and on the lithosphere/asthenospheredensity contrast required for such a

gravimetric study may in turn be provided by detailed teleseismic imagingof the Alpine
system. Based on the results of this work I am of the opinion that thoroughly planned
and coordinatedfuture researchconcentratingon the geometryof the Alpine subduction

zone as well as on the mechanismsof crustal shortening and subduction will be

scientifically highly rewarding.A potentialsequence ofresearch topics mightbe:
• Local tomographicstudies - possibly involving active sources - to derive detailed

imagesfrom the middle and upper crust (cf. Kissling 1988; Kradolfer 1989).
• Detailedteleseismic tomography (cf. Dziewonskiand Anderson 1984) to constrain the

geometryof the subducted lithosphere at depths not accessed by this study, i.e. below 60
km.
• Reevaluation of the gravity database (Kissling 1980, 1982; Schwendener 1984;
Schwendenerand Mueller 1990).

One ofthe most fiercelydebated topics ever since the NFP20data became available

was the apparent discrepancy between the refraction Moho, which was interpreted to

form a continuousasymmetric "trough" across the Alpine are (Muelleret al. 1976; 1980),
andthe reflectionMoho which evidently is discontinuous. There are two differentaspects
to this discontinuity of the reflection Moho: first, the rather abrupt loss of the reflection
Moho southof the Aar Massifin the Penninic domain (approximatelyfrom 35 to 65 km
distance on migrated combined data shown in Figure 5.6); second, the reappearance of
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the reflectionMoho just south of the Insubric Line at a substantiallygreater depth than the

one inferred for the Adriatic refraction Moho from seismicwide-angle data (cf. Figures
5.5 and 5.6).

The simultaneousmigrationof the interfacesinterpretedfrom the seismic refraction

data and the line drawings of the seismic reflectiondata has removed this contradiction in

that there is no longerany solid evidence upon which to postulate a continuousrefraction

Moho. On the contrary, both the reflectionand the refraction Mohos, where defined, now
nicely depict the frame of a gently (10 to 20 degrees) south-dippingsubduction of the

uppermostmantle and parts of the lower crust of the Europeanplate beneath the Adriatic

promontory of the African plate. This in turn suggests that the discontinuity of the

reflection Moho below the Penninic nappes of the Grisons most likely represents a

seismic imaging problem. Reflections fromthe Moho and the lower crust are also lacking
in the axial parts of the western Alps profile (Nicolas et al. 1990) and are strongly
"washed out" on the Pyrenees profile (Choukrouneand ECORS Team 1989). From all

these "transparent" areas doubtless wide-angle reflections from the Moho have been

reported(cf. Figures 5.5 and 5.6; ECORS-CROPDeep Seismic Sounding Group 1989;
Daigniereset al. 1982).

In the case of the NFP20data the fact that there are wide-angle reflections but no

normal-incidence reflections from the Moho may be attributed to insufficient source

energy which could penetrate the deep parts of the thickenedorogenic crust, defocusing
ofthe reflected energy out of the used receiver spread(Valasek et al. 1990) ordestruction
of the reflectors by intense deformation (Pfiffner et al. 1990). The energy argument
seemsunlikely because similar or weakerchargeshave imaged the Moho at substantially
greater depth further to the south. Furthermore,the excellent imaging of the upper 5 to 10
s TWT (cf. Pfiffner et al. 1990) indicates that the S/N is not worse than elsewhere along
the traverse. Defocusing effectsseem unlikely because the slope of the Moho constrained

by seismicwide-angle reflections (Figure 5.6) does not changein the Penninic domain

(Valasek et al. in press).The deformation argumentis unlikely because then no Moho

reflectionswould be expected furthersouth where the deformation is still more intense. It
is noteworthy that the loss of the Moho reflections coincideswith the onset of upper
crustal reflectivity in the Penninic domain and the reappearance of the Moho reflections
with the disappearance of the Penninic reflectivity (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). Hill and

Levander (1984) and Carboneil and Smithson (1990) have shown by finite difference

modelling of the füll wave field that the imagingof highlyreflectivezones at depth may
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not be possible if the wave front is broken up by overlying scatterers. Such scattering
phenomenarepresent source-generatednoise and hence for the same frequency spectrum
become more severe with increasing source strength. If a broken-up wave front is

"reflected" from an interface the recorded seismic section does not show any lateral

coherence in terms of phases but only in terms of wave groups, i.e. energy
accumulations.Therefore the presence of the reflecting interface is only detectable on

spatiallyaliased seismicwide-angle data but not on normal-incidence seismicreflection

data. Scattering due to the complex upper crustalgeology in the Penninic domain of the

Alps and the axial zone of the Pyrenees therefore represents an plausible qualitative
explanation for the apparentdiscontinuity of the underlyingreflectionMohos.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1 seismicmigrationand modelling are closely related; in

fact they both representSolutions of the wave equation for different boundary/initial
conditions: whilst migrationtries to unravel the reflectivity from observed seismicdata,
modelling produces seismic data from the given reflectivity. Migration and modelling
should therefore be treated as kind of a positive iterative feedback process to reveal the

distributionof reflectivity in the imaged subsurface and at the same time to put constraints
on its physicalorigin. In this study I have tried to workout the problemsand limitations

ofmigrationof deep seismic reflectiondata, and the results suggestthat the shortcomings
of migration of deep seismic reflection data can largely be overcome by simultaneous

forward modelling: whereasray migration of deep seismic reflection data allows us to

reconstruct parts of the real wave field and thus gives us an idea of the spatial distribution

of reflectorsin the subsurface, modelling allowsus to construct the corresponding füll -

albeit synthetic - wave field which may then be compared with the original seismicdata

e.g. in terms of their phase and amplitudeattributes. In the future,therefore, I think that

substantialcontributions to our understandingof wavepropagation in generaland of the

detailed physical nature of the crust and the upper mantle in particular are to be achieved

by simultaneousiterative migrationand modellingofdeep seismic reflectiondata.
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APPENDIXA: Descriptionof MIGRAY

MIGRAYis a modularFORTRAN77programto perform ray theoreticaldepth migration
of digitised line drawings of seismic reflection profiles through a two dimensional

velocity structure. The velocitieswithin the individual layers are defined to be constant.

The theoreticaljustificationof the method, the algorithmand the original version of the

program were developed by BernardRaynaudwhile studying for a PhD at Cambridge
University(Raynaudl988a,b). Subsequent veriflable modificationswere made by Dave
Smythe (Glasgow) and Richard Hobbs (Cambridge). Rather significantmodificationsof
the graphics part led to the current interactiveVAXVMS "Zürichversion" of the program
which can now be linked to TERMPLTLIB, an extended CALCOMP onlinelibrary (cf.
description by Edi Kissling).

The program consists of three major modules: MAIN, ANALYS and GRAPH.MAIN

organisesthe large scale process flow; ANALYSperforms essentiallyall the calculation

work; GRAPHhandles the graphicdisplay of the resultsof a previous run of ANALYS

(see FiguresA.l and A.2). Currentlythere are three versions of the program:

MIGRAY
• allows you to plot interactivelyon aTektronixcompatiblescreen
• linked to TERMPLTLIB(cf. description by Edi Kissling)
• installedon AEOLUS, JANUS andREFLEX

MIGRAYHP
• allowsyou to makeA3 size hardcopieson the HP7550 pen plotter
• linked to NHPLIB (cf. description by Nicolas Sierra)
• installedonAEOLUS andJANUS

MIGRAYVT
• allows you to make hardcopiesof "arbitrarysize" on the 36 inch Versatec electrostatic

plotter
• linked to the SSL graphicslibrary (cf. description by SSL); creates a *.gfx file which
can be rasterisedsubsequently
• installed on REFLEXonly
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Apart from lacking the CALCOMP routines CHANGEPLANEandCLEAR the modular

structure ofMIGRAYHPandMIGRAYVTis virtually identicalto that of MIGRAY.

CALL PLOTS

Initialise plot Software

CALLPLOT ( -3)
Set origin

MENÜ:
0 to stop
1 for an analysis run
2 for a graphics run

1 or2

CALL GRAPH

Graphics run

1
¦2"

CALL OPENFL

Opendata files

¦0

CALL CLOSFL

Close data files

T
1

1

CALL PLOT (0.,0.,+999)
Deactivate plot Software

CALL ANALYS

Analysisrun

STOP

Figure A.l. Flowof control in MIGRAY.
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MAIN

PLOTS

PLOT( -3)

CHANGEPLANE (1)

fr. OPENFL CLOSFL

ANALYS

GRAPH

CLOSFL

*¦ PLOT(0,0, + 999)

*• CLEAR

"> CHANGEPLANE (1)

Figure A.2. Large scale structure of MIGRAY.
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MODULES
The structure of the program at a modularlevel and the flow of control is illustrated in

Figures A.2, A.3 and A.4.

MAIN

Opens and closes the data files, initialises and deactivates the plot Softwareand directsthe

process flow to either run ANALYS,GRAPH or exit the program. After each run of

ANALYSor GRAPHcontrol always returns to MAIN.

OPENFL

Opens units 8 to 11,13 to 15 and 17 forwriting(analysis run) or reading (graphics run).

CLOSFL

Closes units 8-16 opened eitherfor analysis or graphics. Remember:units 8 to 16 were

opened for analysis; only units 8 to 11, 13 to 15 were openedfor graphics.

OFIL

Opens units 12 (*.dig)and 16 (*.gst) for an analysis run. Not used in a graphicsrun.

ANALYS

Directs the process flow for an analysis run. Interactive input: x-and t-window, pretty
factor, angle betweenline and dip, 1- or 2-D structure.

STRUCT

Reads in the parameter file (*.gst, unit 16).

INREAD

Auxiliary subroutine to read in data that are supplied at ten valuesper line.

CHUCK

Auxiliarysubroutine to produce Outputwith ten valuesper line.
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PICVEL

Reads in the velocities and time or depth values from unit 17 provided in a "velan"

(velocity analysis) format and constructs isovelocity contours. Velocityinversions are not

allowed.

RINTER

Linear interpolationfunction.

RDVEL

In this case the velocity field is definedin an isovelocity layer format. Reads in times or

depth to the base of each layer. Velocityinversions are allowed.

CONTRS

Outputs the velocity contoursin depth used by the program.

EXTEND

Adds one more extra column onto either side of the model in orderto preventray loss.

MIGRAT

Reads in digitisedline segments from unit 12 (*.dig) and performs depth migration.

MIGSTR

Converts structuralcontours into a form in which they resemble the segments of a line

drawing in preparation for migratingthe structure.

PRESEG

Produces a single smoothedsegmentof the line drawing.

DISCRD

Throws awaya point that is out of ränge and reads the next one from unit 17 (*.dig).

DPOINT

Reads in a line segment, cuts it into smaller pieces if its curvature exceeds a certain
threshold and smoothes each section.
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SMTH3

Three point smoothingof line segments on both x- and t-values by applying weights of

0.25 0.5 0.25 and summing.

SMOOTH

Performs triangulär smoothing.

WEIGHT

Auxiliary weighting function for SMOOTH.

QUADlandQUAD2
Auxiliaryroutines for quadratic smoothing of line segmentends.

PRETTY

Reduces the curvatureof the line segments in order to suppress "smiling"effects in the

migrated Output section.

APOINT

Reads in the corners of the digitisedsection.

PRERAY

Starts off a new ray whichwill migrateone line element.

STEP

Organisesthe tracingof one ray throughthe model.

SEARCH

Searchesfor the next velocity column to the left.

PLANMT

Determines the length of the ray in a particular layer.
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REFRACT

Finds the refracted orreflected wavevectorof the ray as it enters a new zone of constant

velocity.

DOT

Calculates the dot (scalar) productof two vectors.

NORM

Normalises a vector.

CHECK

Prints out somedata for user checking.

ENDRAY

Finishes a ray and Outputs data and messages.

WINDUP

Puts end markers on the Output files when the data are all read. After each call of

WINDUP control returns to MAIN.

GRAPH

Organisesthe flow of control for a graphics run.

RDSTR

Reads in the structuredata from unit 14 (*.cont).

CHOSEN

Statement of options chosen for plotting.

OPTION

Offersmenu for graphic display of the results. After each plot control alwaysreturns to

herevia GRAPH.
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READIN

Reads in the velocity contoursdata fromunit 10.

CHANGE

Allowsthe followingchanges to the graphic display of the results:
• Squashfactor (>1 squeezesthe plot in the x-direction)
• Change the x-range of the viewing window
• Smile filter on oroff
• Steepest segment to be drawn, minimum amplitude to plot, minimumamplitude for

emboldening

PLOTSETUP
Gets everything ready for plotting.The scaling factor is determined so that the plot will

fill the screen.

PLTNOW

Calls PLOTSETUPand the plotting routines correspondingthe choicemadein OPTION.

NXTPLT

Prepares the next plot. Flushes the plot buffer, restores alphanumeric mode and

determines whetherthe new plot is to overlaythe old one or the graphicsplane is to be
cleared.

AXES

Drawsa frame around the section andlabeis it.

AXE

Draws an axis an labeis it.

DRAWT

Drawsa raw or smoothedunmigrated time section.

DRAWZ

Drawsa migrated depth section.
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DRAW

Scales a given number of coordinates and drawsa line through them.

PLTSTR

Plots the velocity-depth structure.

PLTRAY

Plots the normalincidencerays used for migrationin the requesteddensity. A ray density
of 0 will plot no rays at all, one of 1 will plot all the rays, one of 10 will plot every tenth

ray.

PROFIL

Drawsscaled velocity profilesin eithertime or depth.

XPLOT and ZPLOT

Auxiliaryfunctionsto transform the original x (km) and z(km or secs) values into plot
coordinates.
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Figure A.3. Modular structure of the analysis part of MIGRAY.
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Figure A.4. Modular structureof the graphicspart of MIGRAY.
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INPUT
Interactive Input
See "User's Guide to MIGRAY".

Noninteractive Input
Input to MIGRAYare a parameter or "ghost" file (*.gst, unit 16) and a file containing the

digitised line drawing(*.dig, unit 12). For moredetailssee "User's Guide to MIGRAY".

*.GSTFILE (UNIT 16)
This file contains all the crucialinformation for the definitionof the velocity field used for

migration. The comment line which precedes each data field makesits handling largely
self-explaining. The data are given in free format. This file is read by STRUCT and

INREAD.For moredetails see "User's Guide to MIGRAY".

*.DIG FILE (UNIT 12)
This file containsthe coordinatesof the digitised line segments preceded by those of the
comers and by a title. Title, cornersand individual line segments are separatedby flags
specified in the seconddata field of *.GST. The current format of both coordinatesand

flags is 217. The data are read by MIGRAT, PRESEG,DSCRD,APOINT,CORNERS,
DPOINT.

OUTPUT
Interactive Output
This essentiallyconsists of the graphic display of unmigrated time section,migrated depth
section, velocity structure, ray paths and velocity profilesin time or depth.

Noninteractive Output
This consists of eight files (units 8-11,13-15,17) which are brieflydescribedbelow:

*.STR (UNIT 8)
This is essentiallya copy of *.GST.
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*.RAW(UNIT 9)
Contains the coordinates and the corresponding amplitude attributes of the original
digitised line segments. The amplitude attribute is always 1.0 since no migration and
hence no amplitudechanges due to geometricfocusingor defocusinghave occurredyet.

*.CONT (UNIT 10)
Lasttwo data fields of *.GST: type ofvelocity data and depths to base of layers.

* RAY(UNIT 11)
Each column contains top to bottom: x-,z-,t-coordinatesof a particularray.

*.ZSE (UNIT 13)
Coordinatesand amplitudesof line segments after depth migration.

*.COR (UNIT 14)
Corners in kmand secs of the data window, anglebetweenline and dip.

*.SMT(UNIT 15)
Coordinates of smoothed line segments (vertical axis is time), and corresponding
amplitudeattributes (always 1 since the data are unmigrated).

*.PRI (UNIT 17)
Run time documentation.

COMMONBLOCKS
The overwhelming part of the parameter transfer between the individual modules is

organised by COMMONblocks. This may be a practicable Solution for the first moment

man, it does, however, anything but help the understandingof what is happeningwhere
in the program for latecomers like me. Based on this experience a detailed description of
all the COMMONblocks is given herewith the advice to avoid them as much as possible
whenever you Start from Scratch with a new program.
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COMMON Blocks used in an Analysis Run

COMMON / IOTERM/
SCRN unit 6 (defined in MAIN for interactiveOutput to the screen)
KBRD unit 5 (defined in MAINfor interactiveinput from the keybord)

COMMON/IOELE/
I analysis(l),graphics(2) or stop(O)?

COMMON/DIMENS/
NLAY numberof layers (*.gst)
NCOL numberof columns (*.gst)
TMAX maximumtime to be considered(*.gst)
ZMAX maximumdepth to be considered (*.gst)
VMAX velocity below bottom layer (*.gst)
SMTH length of horizontal smoothing (*.gst)
SIDIP sinus of maximuminterface dip (*.gst)
ILOOK true 2-D structure?(interactive input)
DIPCPT cosinus of angle between line and dip (interactiveinput)

COMMON/CTRL/
IRAY

IRAYL

IRAYH

ISTOP

IBUG

IFTTME

IFPROF

(first data field of *.gsf)

velocity in time or depth? (*.gst)
"velans" or layers ofconstant velocity? (*.gst)

COMMON/STUFF/
IX

IY

XSC

TSC

W

x-coordinate of digitisedline segment(*.dig)
y-coordinate of digitisedline segment(*.dig)
x-scale of digitisedsection (*.gst)
time scale of digitised section (*.gst)
segmentwidth (*.gst)
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ANG maximumbending of segments in degrees (*.gsf)
VLMIN minimum segmentlength (*.gst)
VLMAX minimum segmentlength (*.gst)
PRET smile reduction factor(interactive input)

COMMON/ FLAGS/ (second data field of *.gst)
IXEN endflag
IXBR breakflag
DCCO comerflag
IXRF reflection flag
IXDOT dotted flag

COMMON/EDGES / (attention these parametersmay be redefined during a graphics
run!)

XL& XLW left cornerof viewing window(as definedby interactiveinput)
XR & XRW right cornerof viewing window(as definedby interactiveinput)
ZT & ZTW top depth window(as definedby interactiveinput)
ZB & ZBW bottom of depth window (as definedby interactiveinput)

COMMON/VELMOD / (read from *.gst)
VEL(20) velocity values (*.gsf)
XCOL(50) x-values of velocity columns (*.gst)
ZED(50,20) z-values of velocity columns (*.gst)

COMMON/ LINSEG/ coordinates of a particularline segment beforemigration, i.e. as

read in from *. dig
X0(500), ZO (500): smoothed

X(500),Z(500): unsmoothed.

COMMON/RESULT/ coordinates after depthmigration
XMIG(IOOO)
ZMIG(IOOO)
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COMMON/RAYS/
XLOOK x-coordinate to Start off a ray

XC(4) current x-,y-,z-,t-values
XP(4) previous x-,y-,z-,t-values
RK(3) wavevectorcomponents

COMMON/PATH/ ray coordinates

TM(21)
XM(21)
ZM(21)

COMMON Blocks used in a Graphics Run
COMMON/IOTERM/
SCRN unit 6 (defined in MAIN for interactiveOutputto the screen)
KBRD unit 5 (defined in MAIN for interactiveinput from the keybord)

COMMON/TTTLES/
IT1TLE read in from unit 14 (*.cor); correspondsto the group path name

whichis interactively entered

COMMON/XNRX/
NRAY ray density
IRAY first parameterof first data line of *.gst

COMMON/CORNS/
XEN end flag (*.gst)
XBR break flag (*.gst)
XCO cornerflag (*.gst)
XRF reflectionflag (*.gst)
XDOT dotted flag (*.gst)
XI, X2 originalx-window
XL, XR extended x-window used for migration
ZBT bottomof time window
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ZBZ bottomof z-window (km)
ZT top of z-window (km or secs)
ZB bottomof depth window (kmor secs)

COMMON/PSEUDO/ (interactive input)
AMPMIN minimumamplitudeto draw

AMPBLD minimumamplitudefor emboldening
DEGMAX maximumdip ofa line segment to consider

DIPMAX tangensof DEGMAX
ISMI smile filter off (0) or on (1)?
XPSL; XPSR new windowlimits assignedin CHANGE
SQUASH squash factor

COMMON/GRAPHS/
NLAY numberof layers (*.gst)
NCOL numberof columns(*.gst)
DIPC angle betweenline and dip in degrees (interactive input)
ZMAX maximummodel depth (km or secs) (*.gst)
VMAX velocity below bottom layer (*.gst)

COMMON/FRAME/
XLW, XRW, ZTW, ZBW limitsof data windowconsidered

COMMON/TCURTS/
VEL(20) velocity values (*.gst)
XCOL(50) x-values of velocity columns (*.gst)
ZED(50,20) z-values ofvelocity columns(*.gst)
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COMMON/SCAL/
NX, NZ
DX,DZ
xow, zow
DXW;DZW
DXSCAL

DZSCAL

number of intervals

inches/10 km or inches/sec
values to label originwith
incrementof these values

inches/sec
inches/km
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APPENDIXB: User's Guide to MIGRAY

MIGRAY is an interactive program to migrate digitised line drawings of reflection

seismic data through a 2-D velocity structure. It consists of two major collections of

modulesto perform the calculation work related to migration(analysis part) and to handle

the graphic display of the results (graphics part). Each run of the graphics part must be

preceded by at least one analysis run for a particulardata set.

Currently there are three versions ofthe program:

MIGRAY
• allowsyou to plot interactivelyon a Tektronixcompatible screen

• installedon JANUSandREFLEX

MIGRAYHP
• allowsyou to make A3 size hardcopieson the HP7550pen plotter
• installedon JANUSonly
MIGRAYVT

• allowsyou to make hardcopiesof "arbitrarysize" on the 36 inch Versatec electrostatic

plotter
• installedon REFLEXonly

The non-interactive input to MIGRAYHP and MIGRAYVT is identical to that of

MIGRAY.

MIGRAY
NON-INTERACTIVEINPUT TO MIGRAY

Although the program is largely interactive,the two input files containing the model

parametersand the digitisedline elementscannotbe accessedinteractivelyat present.
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*.gst ("Ghost") file

This file containsall the informationon the velocity structure to be used for migration.
Since each data field is preceded by an instructivecommentline no furtherinformationis

given here (Figure B.l). The data can all be suppliedin free format.

Printone ray in —, from -— , to -— and end at segment .Debug ? (1/0)
4 1 1000 10000 0
Flags; end, break, corner,reflection, dotted
-999999 -666666 -777777 -444444 -888888
xscale and tscale (1/1000N where N is no. of cm/km or cm/s)
0.000333 0.000178
For segments width, min length, max length(all in km), degrees bending
0.4 0.05 0.7 20.0
Now supply the structuredata
First thenumber of constant velocity bands (<60)
4
Now the velocities (in km/sec : 10 per line)
2.1 5.2 4.3 5.5
The numberof columns of vel/depth to be given
5
the x- coordinates of the columns (in km)
0. 4.7 4.8 5.1 7.
Maximum time (s) & depth (km) to be considered & velocity underlowest layer
3. 5. 8.
Length of horizontal smoothing ? maximuminterface dip ? true2-dim model ?
0.0 90 1
Are the velocity profiles in time (0) or depth (1)? type of data? "velans"(0) or constant velocity
layers(l)
0 1
Depthsto base of interval velocities
0.74 1.90 1.91 1.83 1.36
0.74 1.90 1.91 1.99 2.00
1.94 1.99 1.99 1.99 2.00
2.29 2.78 2.77 2.70 2.41

Figure B.l. Example of a "ghost" file.

*.dig file

This file containsthe coordinates of the digitisedline segments preceded by those of the

corners and by a title (Figure B.2). Title, corners and individual line segments are

separatedby flags specified in the second datafield of *.gst. The origin is set at the top
left corner, corners are digitised clockwise starting at the bottom left corner, line

segments from left to right. The current format of both coordinates is 217, that of the

flags 216.
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WESTEST title
-999999-999999 end flag
-777777-777777 cornerflag
+000000+000000 top left corner

+020790-000030 top right corner
+020857+016672 bottom right corner

+000025+016675 bottom left corner

-999999-999999 end flag
+001967+006020 start offirst line segment
+002117+005915
+002305+005837
+002450+005772
+002615+005727

+007997+008370
+008070+008450
+008127+008507
+008177+008557 end offirst line segment
-999999-999999
+006572+007995 Start of second line segment
+006685+007955
+006822+007917

+013807+011585
+013852+011640 end ofsecond line segment
-999999-999999
+011160+010147

+020837+013545
-999999-999999 end of last line segment
-999999-999999 end of*.digfile

Figure B.2. Example of a *.dig file.

INTERACTIVEINPUT TO MIGRAY
In the following a description of the interactiveinput to MIGRAYis given. For a more

detailed explanationof someimportantparameters and the methodological background
see Raynaud(1988b).
Once you have set up the *.gst and *.dig files you may now Start to run the program by
typingMIGRAY. Messagespromptedon the terminal are displayeditalic.
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The first two questions you will be asked concern the device specification of your

graphics terminal followed by:

Option required; 1 for analysis,2 for graphics, 0 to stop

Interactive Input to an Analysis Run (Option 1)
Group pathnamefordatafiles
This string precedes the attributes of the data files created during a run of MIGRAY

(filename= group pathname. attribute).

Filepathnameghoststructuredata
Name of *.gst file.

Filepathnamedigitised line drawing data

Name of *.dig file.

x- and t-limits of window
Note: only line segments lying within this x-t-windowwill be consideredfor migration
and display.

Angle(in degrees)between line and dip direction

If the original seismicline was not shot perpendicularto the structuralgrain, this Option
allows a corresponding geometricalcorrection to be appliedto the normalincidenceray
paths. This "2.5-D" Option will perform correctly up to anglesof about 75° betweenline
and dip. For biggeranglesit becomes numericallyunstablesince the ray vectordepends
on the reciprocal valueof the cosinusofthis angle.

Prettyfactor; p=l no effect,0<p<l makes smiles worse,p>l reduces smiles

This allows to reduce smiling by removingstrongly curved parts from the depth migrated
line elements.

The mainreasons for smiles in line drawing depth migration are somewhatsimilar to

those in wave equation migration: noisy or coarse digitised data set, incorrect velocity
structure, incorrect angle betweenline and dip directions.
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Other possibilities to reduce smilingare: increasing the length of horizontal smoothing in

the *.gst file, smoothingof the velocity field either in the *.gst file or by choosing the

"quasi 1-D" Option (i.e. ray theoretical time migration) in the analysis part (see there), a

smile filter in the graphics part (see there) or reducing the minimum amplitude to be

plotted in the graphics part (see there).

Füll 2-D (1) or quasi 1-D (0) structure

(1) Velocitystructureas definedin *.gst file.

(0) Ray theoreticaltimemigration. The original2-D velocity structure is approximated by
a sequence of 1-D velocity functions, i.e. all interfaces are being treated as being locally
horizontal in the ray tracing. This causes a smoothing of the velocity structure and

reduction of smile generation by short-wavelengthvariations of the velocity field.

Stacked (0) or time migrated (1) section

(0) Migration anddepth conversion by inverse normal incidenceray-tracing.
(1) Depth conversionalong the image rays.

0 to see only the structure data migrated, 1 to see only the line drawingmigrated,2 to see

both the structure and the line drawingmigrated, 3 to see the image rays ofthe structure,

4 to see both the imagerays and the migration
Options 3 and 4 of course make only sense, if the line drawings were digitised from a

time migrated section.

Interactive Input to a Graphics Run

group pathnamefordatafiles
This string precedes the attributes of the data files createdduring a run of MIGRAY

(filename = group pathname. attribute).

(1) time section, (2) depth sections, (3) structure and ray paths, (4) profiles, (5) change
plot characteristics,(6) quitfrom graphicsrun return to MAIN

(1) —>original digitisedtime section (0) or smoothedtime section (1);
1 to clear screenor 0 to overlayplots

(2) —>1 to clear screenor 0 to overlayplots
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(3) —>ray density; one in every ... (0 no rays, 1 all the rays, 10 every tenth ray)
1 to clear screenor 0 to overlayplots

(4) —>profiles in time (0) or depth (1)
1 to clear screenor 0 to overlayplots

(5) —>squashfactor
>1 compresses the plot in the x-direction,<1 extendsthe plot in the x-direction

cornersof viewingarea
smilefilter on or off
If the smile filter is switched on, segments with crossingnormal incidenceray

will not be shownin the depth migrated section.

(i) steepest line segmentto be drawn, (ii) minimumamplitude to be drawn,
(Ui) minimumamplitudefor emboldening
(i) depends somewhat on the velocity structure; normally dips up to 70° cause

no problems.
(ii) Can be used to reduce smiling; a value between 0.1 and 0.5 is then

generally appropriate.
(iii) If only amplitudes that got strenger during migration are to be

emboldened:>1.

(6) —> Option required; 1for analysis,2 for graphics, 0 to stop
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MIGRAYHP

NON-INTERACTIVEINPUT TO MIGRAYHP

Same as for MIGRAY.

INTERACTIVEINTPUT TO MIGRAYHP

(To produce A3 size plots on the HP7550 plotter; installedon JANUSandAEOLUS)

Filenamefor 7550plots (A80):

Enter entry number (0-22): Normally0

Enter optionnumber required; Iforanalysis, 2 for graphics, 0 to stop

Interactive Input to an Analysis Run (Option 1):
Same as for MIGRAY.

Interactive Input to a Graphics Run (Option 2):
Enter grouppathname (i.e. prefix)for datafiles: Same as for MIGRAY.

Enter option number: Same as forMIGRAY.

Automatic (0) or variable (1) scaling:
(0): The plot will be scaled to fill the availablepaper size (A3).
(1): You will be asked the scaling factors in cm/km and cm/secTWT. If the plot does

exceed the available paper size, this will be reported and you have to input more

appropriate scaling factors.

To submit a plot to the HP7550 pen plotter:
• Exit fromMIGRAYHP
• Type SUBP<name of plot file>
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MIGRAYVT
NON-INTERACTIVEINPUT TO MIGRAYVT

Same as for MIGRAY.

INTERACTIVEINPUT TO MIGRAYVT

To produce"arbitrary size" plots on the 36 inch Versatec plotter; installedon REFLEX

only.

Interactive Input to an Analysis Run (Option 1):
Same as for MIGRAY.

Interactive Input to a Graphics Run (Option 2):
Same as for MIGRAYVT.

To submit a plot to the 36 inch Versatecplotter:
• Exit fromMIGRAVT
• Type QRAST
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APPENDIXC: Description of MIGART

MIGARTis a modularFORTRAN77programto perform ray theoreticaldepth migration
of digitised line drawings of seismic reflection profiles through an arbitrary two

dimensionalvelocity structure.

The majordifference betweenMIGRAYandMIGARTis the definition of the velocity
structure of the medium. Whereas MIGRAYrequires the velocity to be constantwithin

each layer, MIGARTallows it to vary bothvertically and laterally. This makes MIGART
computationallymoreexpensive than MIGRAYbut also moreversatile, particularlyfor
the simultaneousinversion of seismic reflectionand refractiondata. The model definition

is essentially compatible with RAY84 (Luetgert 1988), RAY87 (Sierra 1988) and

SEIS83 (Cerveny and Psencik 1984), three of the most frequently used forward ray
tracers.

The programconsists of three majormodules:MAIN,ANALYSandGRAPH.
MAIN organises the large scale process flow; ANALYS performs essentially all the

calculation work; GRAPHhandles the graphic display of the resultsof a previousrun of

ANALYS (see Figures C.l and C.2).

Currentlythere is just an interactive screen versionof the program which is functional
and tested on the large but still subject to numerousmodifications on the small:

MIGART
• allowsyou to plot interactivelyon a Tektronixcompatible screen

• linked to TERMPLTLIB(cf.descriptionby Edi Kissling);
• installedon AEOLUS andJANUS
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CALL PLOTS

Initialise plot Software

I
CALL PLOT ( -3)
Set origin

MENÜ:
0 to stop
1 for an analysis run

2 for a graphics run

1 or2

CALL GRAPH

Graphics run

1

¦0

CALL CLOSFL

Close data files

CALL OPENFL

Opendata files

CALL PLOT (0..0..+999)

Deactivate plot Software

i
CALL ANALYS

Analysis run

STOP

Figure C.l. Flow of control in MIGART.
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MAIN

PLOTS

¦*> PLOT(. ,-3)

CHANGEPLANE (1)

» OPENFL CLOSFL

ANALYS

s* GRAPH

CLOSFL

-> PLOT(0,0, + 999)
»? CLEAR

' CHANGEPLANE (1)

Figure C.2. Large scale structure of MIGART.
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MODULES
MAIN

Opens and closes the data files, initialises and deactivates the plot Softwareand directsthe

process flow to either run ANALYS,GRAPH or exit the program. After each run of

ANALYSor GRAPH control always returns to MAIN.

OPENFL

Opens units 8 to 11, 13 to 15 and 17 for writing (analysis run) or reading (graphics run).

CLOSFL

Closes units 8-16 openedeither for analysis or graphics. Remember:units 8 to 16 were

openedfor analysis; only units 8toll,13tol5 were openedfor graphics.

OFTL

Opens units 12 (*.dig)and 16 (*.gst) for an analysis run. Not used in a graphicsrun.

ANALYS

Directs the process flow for an analysis run. Interactive input: x-and t-window, angle
betweenline anddip.

STRUCT

Reads in the parameter file (*.gst, unit 16).

INREAD

Auxiliary subroutineto read in real data that are supplied at ten values per line in free
format.

READINT

Auxiliarysubroutineto readin integer data that are suppliedat ten valuesper line in free
format.

CHUCK

Auxiliarysubroutine to produce Outputwith ten real valuesper line in the format 10F7.2.
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EXTEND

Addsone more extra vertical speed line on either side of the model in order to preventray
loss.

EXTRAP

Bounds the top and bottom of each layer by horizontal speed lines. Together with the

vertical speed lines defined in the original input model this results in a velocity grid
definedby rectangles ofvariable size.

SPLIN1

Perförms linearinterpolation through a line definedby morethan two points. Output are

the coefficientsof the individual line segments.

MIGRAT

Organisesthe migrationof a reflectionsegment.

READSEG

Reads in a reflection segment from unit 12 (*.dig), converts it into physical units and
corrects for the anglebetweenthe line and strike direction.

SMTH3

Threepoint smoothingof line segments on both x- and t-values by applying weights of
0.25, 0.5, 0.25 and subsequent summing.

PRERAY

Determines the take off angleof the ray for a particularline element.

RAY

Traces oneray through the model.

RKGS

Solves the ray equationsusing a fifth order Runge-Kuttamethod with adaptivestepsize
control.
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FCTK2

Provides the right-hand side of the ray equationsas input to RKGS.

VELIN2

Determinesthe layer and the rectangle number of a particularray point and then obtains
the velocity and its vertical and lateral gradients by two-dimensional linearinterpolation
of the gridded velocity model produced by EXTRAP.

INTERSECT

Checks whether the ray has hit an interfaceand if so adjuststhe coordinates and the travel

time of the ray.

REFRACT

Applies Snell's law whenever a ray has hit an interface. In the case of overcritical

reflectionthe ray andthe correspondingline element are discarded.

ENDRAY

Writes out successful rays to unit 11 (*.ray).

ENDSEG

Writesout successfully migratedreflectionelements to unit 13 (*.zse).

GRAPH

Organises the flow of control for a graphics run.

RDSTR

Reads in the extended and dip-corrected structuredata from unit 14 (*.cont).

OPTION

Offers menu for graphicdisplay of the results. After each plot control always returns to

here viaGRAPH.

CHANGE
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Allowsthe followingchanges to the graphic display of the results:
• Squashfactor (>1 squeezes the plot in the x-direction)
• Change x-window

PLOTSETUP

Gets everythingready for plotting.
In MIGARTthe scaling factor is determined so that the plot will fill the screen.

PLTNOW

Calls PLOTSETUP and the plotting routines corresponding to the choice made in

OPTION.

NXTPLT

Prepares the next plot. Flushes the plot buffer, restores alphanumeric mode and

determines whetherthe new plot is to overlay the old one or the graphicsplane is to be

cleared.

AXES

Drawsa frame around the section and labeis it.

AXE

Drawsan axis and labeis it.

DRAW

Converts a given numberof physicalcoordinatesinto plotting coordinatesand draws a
line through them.

DRAWT

Draws araw or smoothedunmigrated timesection.

DRAWZ

Drawsa migrated depth section.

PLTSTR
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Plots the velocity-depth structure.

PLTRAY

Plots the normalincidenceor image rays rays used for migrationin the requesteddensity.
A ray densityof 0 will plot no rays at all, one of 1 will plot all the rays, one of 10 will

plot every tenth ray.
XPLOT andZPLOT

Auxiliaryfunctionsto transform the original x (km) and z(kmor secs) values into plot
coordinates.

ANALYS

OFIL

*INREAD

CHUCK
*STRUCT-

EXTEND CHUCK

EXTRAP SPLIN1

READSEG

SMTH3

PRERAY VELIN2

MIGRAT RKGS FCTK2 VELN2

VELN2
RAY

REFRACT VELIN2INTERSECT

ENDRAY -* CHUCK

ENDSEG

Figure C.3. Modular structure of the analysis part of MIGART.
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^* *INREAD

|rdstr <^̂^ 'READINT

OPTION —? CHANGE

xplot, zplot

SYMBOL

AXE

AXESPLOTSETUP

xplot, zplot
drawtJ DRAW

PLOT

xplot, zplot¦*|_DRAW|<dTDRAWZPLTNOWGRAPH
PLOT

xplot, zplot
DRAWPLTSTR

PLOT

'INREAD
PLTRAY xplot, zplot

K3DRAW
PLOT

PLOT(0.,0.,-998)

NXTPLT CHANGEPLANE (1)

CLEAR

SYMBOL

NUMBER

PLOT

Figure C.4. Modular structure of the graphicspart of MIGART.
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INPUT
Interactive Input
See "User's Guide to MIGART".

Noninteractive Input
Inputto MIGARTare a parameter or "ghost" file (*.gst, unit 16) and a file containingthe
digitised line drawing (*.dig, unit 12). For moredetailssee "User's Guide to MIGART".

*.GST FILE (UNUT 16)
This file contains all the crucial information for the definition of the velocity structure

usedfor migration. The comment line which precedes each data fieldmakes its handling
largely self-explaining.The data are given in free format. This file is read by STRUCT .

For moredetails see "User's Guide to MIGART".

*.DIG FILE (UNIT 12)
This file contains the coordinatesof the digitised line segments preceded by a title. The

tiüe and the individual line segments are separated by flags <- lO'OOO.

OUTPUT
Interactive Output
This essentiallyconsists of the graphicdisplay of the unmigrated time section, migrated
depth section,velocity structure, ray paths andvelocity profiles in time or depth.

Noninteractive Output
This consists ofeight files (units 8-11,13-15,17)which are brieflydescribedbelow:

*.STR (UNIT 8)
This is essentiallya copy of *.GST withthe structuredata extended by one vertical speed
line to the left and right and corrected for the angle between the line and the dip direction.

*.RAW(UNIT 9)
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Contains the coordinates of the original digitised line segments in free format.

*.CONT (UNIT 10)
Coordinatesof the vertical speed lines and the griddedvelocity model.

*.RAY(UNIT11)
x- and z-coordinates of the rays each in the format 10F7.2.

*.ZSE (UNIT 13)
Coordinatesof line segments after depthmigrationin free format.

*.COR(UNIT 14)
x- and t-values of the corners ofthe viewing window.

*.SMT (UNIT 15)
Coordinatesof smoothedline segments (vertical axis is time) in free format.

*.PRI (UNIT 17)
Run time documentation.

COMMON BLOCKS
COMMON Blocks used in an Analysis Run

COMMON/IOTERM/
SCRN unit 6 (defined in MAINfor interactiveOutputto the screen)
KBRD unit 5 (defined in MAINfor interactiveinput from the keybord)

COMMON/IOFHJ2/
I analysis(l),graphics(2) or stop(0)?

COMMON/ CONTROL/
ISTOP set to 0 when input error in STRUCT was encountered

FLAG flag used in *.zse and *.ray
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XSCL,TSCL scaling factors to convertthe digitisedcoordinates into physical
ones

XLFT.XRGT x-rangeof the model

DPTH maximumdepth to consider

COMMON/ANALYS/
XRW,XLW x-rangeof the viewing window
TTW.TBW time ränge ofthe viewing window
DIOCOR factor to correctfor crossdip

COMMON/UTILE /
TITLE title of model file

COMMON/BOUND/
NBND number of interfaces

NPOINT(100) number points defining a p articular interface

XCOR(100,100) x-coordinates of a particularinterface
ZCOR( 100,100) z-coordinates of a particularinterface

COMMON/LAYVEL/
RVEL1 (100,100) velocity at the top ofa particularlayer
RVEL2(100,100) velocity at the bottom of a particularlayer

COMMON/VELMAT/
SPEEDZ(100,2) horizontal speed lines bounding each layer
ALFA(100,100,2) velocity matrixofthe griddedmodel

COMMON/SPEEDLN/
NSPEED number ofvertical speed lines

SPEED(IOO) rangesof the vertical speed lines

COMMON/RUKU/
STEPMIN minimumtime step for integration
STEPMAX maximumtime step for integration
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SIGMA used to determine the length of the time step (0.0015 to 0.05)
EPS maximumerrorin seconds allowed for one integration step

COMMON Blocks used in a Graphics Run
COMMON/ IOTERM/
SCRN unit 6 (defined in MAIN for interactiveOutputto the screen)
KBRD unit 5 (defined in MAIN for interactiveinput from the keybord)

COMMON/ PLOTOPT/
DFL plot option
INDT 0:original, Lsmoothed time section

NRAY plot every NRAYth ray

COMMON/CHANGEPLOT/
SQUASH squash factor

XPSL,XPSR new x-rangeof the viewing window

COMMON/WINDOW/
XRW,XLW x-rangeof the viewing window
TTW,TBW time ränge of the viewing window

COMMON/LIMITS/
XLFT,XRGT x-rangeof the model

DPTH maximumdepth to consider

COMMON/INTERFACES/
NBND number of interfaces

NPOINT(100) number points defining a particularinterface
XCOR(100,100) x-coordinates ofa particularinterface
ZCOR(100,100) z-coordinates ofa particularinterface
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COMMON/SPEEDNET/
NSPEED number ofvertical speed lines

SPEED(100) rangesof the vertical speed lines

SPEEDZ(100,2) horizontal speed lines bounding each layer

COMMON/SETUP/
XL,XR
ZT,ZB
XLENGTH

ZLENGTH

XINT,ZINT
DXSCAL

DZSCAL

x-rangeused for plotting
time or depth ränge used for plotting
length of the x-axes

length of the z-axes

tick intervals

scalingfactor for plotting
scalingfactor for plotting
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APPENDIXD: User's Guide to MIGART

MIGART is an interactiveprogramto migratedigitisedline drawings of reflectionseismic

data through an arbitrary 2-D velocity structure containingvertical and lateral velocity
gradients.The velocity structure ofthe model is definedby velocity values supplied along
a numberof vertical speed lines at the top and bottom of each layer. At any point in a

particularlayer the velocity and its vertical and lateral derivatives can thus be obtainedby
two-dimensionallinearinterpolation.

The program consists of two major collections of modules to perform the calculation

workrelated to migration (analysis part) and to handle the graphicdisplay of the results

(graphics part). Each run of the graphics part must be preceded by at least one analysis
run for a particulardata set, though not necessarily withinthe same Session.

The model definition is essentially compatible with RAY84 (Luetgert1988), RAY87
(Sierra 1988) and SEIS83 (Cerveny and Psencik 1984), three of the most frequently
used forward ray tracers.

Currentlythere is just an interactive screen version of the program which is functional

and testedon the large but still subject to numerousmodifications on the small:

MIGART
• allows you to plot interactivelyon a Tektronixcompatible screen

? installedon AEOLUS andJANUS

NON-INTERACTIVEINPUT TO MIGART

Although the program is largely interactive,the two input files containing the model

parametersand the digitisedline elementscannotbe accessedinteractivelyat present.

*.gst ("Ghost") file

This file contains all the informationon the velocity structure to be used for migration.
The data can all be supplied in free format (Figure D.l).
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The comment field which precedes each data field makes the handling of this file largely
self-explaining. Only the last data field (STEPMIN, STEPMAX,SIGMA, EPS) needs

someextra consideration.
• STEPMIN:minimum stepsize in seconds; generally valuesbetween0.01 and 0.001 are

appropriate. This parameter is not reallycrucial for a correct functioning of the algorithm
since the Runge-Kuttaintegration will, if necessary, adjust it to achieve the required
precision (see description ofEPS below).
• STEPMAX:maximum stepsize in seconds; this value should not be bigger than the

minimumone-way traveltime of a ray through the thinnest layer otherwisethe program

adjusts STEPMAXto the corresponding value. This may drasticallyreduce the overall

numerical efficiency of MIGART(see definition of TSTEP below) and hence the user

should make every effort to avoid thin layers - let alone layers shrinking to zero thickness
- but rather use velocity gradients to accommodatecomplicated structures.

• SIGMA:MIGARTusesvariable time steps for the integration of the ray equations. The
time step TSTEP (STEPMIN<TSTEP<STEPMAX) is evaluated as follows (Zelt and

Ellis 1988):
TSTEP= SIGMA/(ABS(Vx)+ABS(Vz))
The SIGMA-valueto be chosen depends somewhaton the desiredaccuracy EPS (see
below); the higher the desired accuracy, the smallerthe value for SIGMA. Zelt and Ellis

(1988)have shownthat SIGMA shouldbe in the ränge from 0.0015 to 0.05.
• EPS: desired accuracy in seconds for each integration step. Values between0.0001 and

0.001 are generally appropriate in crustalreflectionseismology.
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S5 Test
Maximum numberof rays to be traced (<32'000)
10000
Flag to indicate end of line segment (<-lO'OOO)
999999
xscale [km/digitisingunit] and tscale [s/digitising unit]
0.00041 0,000249
Now supply the structure data:
Left model boundaryjight model boundary.maximum depth (all in km)
0 20 60
Total numberof boundaries
5
Numberpoints per boundary (top to bottom)
22222
Now supply the x-&z-coordinates in km of each layerfrom left
to right (10 values per line):
Istboundary
0 20
0 0
2nd bounary
0 20
12 12
3rd boundary
0 20
24 24
4th boundary
0 20
38 38
5th boundary
0 20
60 60
Number of vertical speedlines
2
x-coordinates ofthespeedlines
0 20
Now supply the velocities alongthe speed lines at the top and
the bottom ofeach layer(10 values per line):
Ist layer
4.5 4.5
5.5 5.5
2nd layer
6.0 6.0
6.2 6.2
3rd layer
6.5 6.5
6.5 6.5
4th layer
8.1 8.1
8.1 8.1
STEPMIN,STEPMAX,SIGMA(0.0015- 0.05),EPS
0.001 0.5 0.03 0.0001

Figure D.I. Example of a "ghost" file.
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*.dig file

Column containing the x- andt-coordinates of the digitisedline drawing. The individual

line segments are separated by flags (<-lO'OOO).
Both coordinates and flags are in free format.

INTERACTIVEINPUT TO MIGART

In the following a description of the interactive input to MIGARTis given. Once you

have set up the *.gst and *.dig files you may Start to run the pro gram by typing
MIGART. Messagespromptedto the screen are displayed italic.

The first two questions you will be asked concern the device specification of your

graphics terminal followedby:

Option required; Ifor analysis,2 for graphics, 0 to stop

Interactive Input to an Analysis Run (Option 1)
Group pathnamefordatafiles
This string precedes the attributes of the data files created during a run of MIGART

(filename= group pathname. attribute).

Filepathname ghoststructuredata
Name of parameter (*.gst) file.

Filepathnamedigitised line drawing data

Name of *.dig file.

x- and t-limits ofwindow
Note: only line segments lying within this x-t-windowwill be considered for migration
and display.

Angle(in degrees)between line and dip direction

If the original seismicline was not shot perpendicularto the structuralgrain, this option
allows a corresponding geometricalcorrection to be appliedto the normal incidenceray
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paths. This "2.5-D" option will perform correctly up to anglesof about 75° betweenline

and dip. For biggerangles it becomes numericallyunstable since the ray vectordepends
on the reciprocal value of the Cosinusof this angle.

Stacked (1) or time migrated (2) section

(1) Migration anddepth conversionby inverse normalincidenceray-tracing.
(2) Depth conversion along the image rays.

Interactive Input to a Graphics Run

group pathnamefor datafiles
This string precedes the attributes of the data files created during a run of MIGART

(filename = group pathname. attribute).

(1) time section, (2) depth section, (3) structure and ray paths, (4) change plot
characteristics, (5) quitfrom graphicsrun and return to main menu

(1) —>original digitisedtime section (0) or smoothedtime section (1);
1 to clear screenor 0 to overlay plots

(2) —> 1 to clear screenor 0 to overlay plots
(3) —> ray density; one in every ... (0 no rays, 1 all the rays, 10 every tenth ray)

1 to clear screenor 0 to overlayplots
(4) —>squashfactor

>1 compresses the plot in the x-direction,<1 extendsthe plot in the x-

direction

corners ofviewingarea
(5) —>Option required; lfor analysis,2 for graphics, 0 to stop
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APPENDIXE: Outlook - Ray Tracing and Beyond

Musingson Velocity Model Parametrisationin Seismology
The velocity modeis of today's most populär ray tracers for seismic forward modelling
are parametrised on the basis of laterally continuous layers in which the velocity is

allowed to vary both vertically and laterally (e.g. Cerveny and Psencik 1984; Luetgert
1988; Sierra 1988; Zelt and Ellis 1988). Due to the combination of velocity gradients and
first-orderdiscontinuities this parametrisationscheme is very flexible and versatile and

allows the user to efficiently construct and modifyhighlycomplicated modeis. There are,

however, also drawbacksto this concept upon which I wishto comment in the following
based on my - necessarily subjective - experienceas a programmer:
• This scheme not only allowsbut ratherinvites the use ofvelocity modeis that violatethe

basic assumptions of the ray approximation in seismology and thus implicitly questions
the usefulness of ray amplitudes.
• The presence of complicated structures, such as layers shrinking to zero thickness, in a

model drasticallyreduces the numerical efficiency of the ray tracer. The reason for this is

that eitherthe maximumray step length becomes very small or that the program first has

to search the model for such pathological regionsand afterwardscorrespondinglycheck
every ray passing through the model. Given the power of today's Computers this

argumentis not really a vital one in the case of forward modelling where one generally
considers a few tens of rays per run. In the case of migration, however, each run

typically consists of thousands of rays and hencenumerical efficiency still is of critical

importance.
• The versatility of a layer-basedmodel parametrisation scheme may not only make the

comparison or combinationof identical or nearby profiles interpreted by different

workers difficult or impossible it also makes the practical extensionof this concept into

the third dimension anything but straightforward.
• Coordinate transformations, such as flat-to-round earth or viceversa, and two-pointray
tracing (so-called bending methods) are difficult or impossible.
• Thelayer-basedparametrisationused in seismicray tracing is potentially incompatible
with most other seismicforward modelling or inverse schemes. This hampers the basic

intentions of the ray method in seismology to serve as an efficient first-order

approximation to derive suitable starting modeis for furthercomplementary and/ormore
sophisticated investigations.
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To sum up: the layer-based velocity parametrisationfor ray tracing is a high-level
description of the velocity model. As such it is versatile, efficientand user-friendly but

also prone for abuse and hard to be transported and used outside its mother program.

Evidentlythe Solution is to lower the level of the model description.A possible low-level

description scheme of the velocity model which largely eliminatesthe above problems
without creating to many new ones mightconsist of discrete individual velocity values

distributed either randomly or according to simple rules such as user-definedvertical

speed lines. First order velocity discontinuities sensu strictu are not allowed but can be

decently approximated by sharp gradients. The velocity and its spatialderivatives at an

arbitrarypoint in the model are obtainedby suitable nearest-neighbourinterpolation.Such
a model parametrisationis relatively easy to implement and ideal for two-point ray

tracing, can be extended to the third dimension withouttoo many complications,Supports
the enhancementof numerical efficiency by varying the integration step-size accordingto

the complexity of the model, is easy to transforminto anothercoordinateSystemor into

another model parametrisation scheme, makes it difficult to violate ray theory
fundamentally and thus makes ray amplitudes potentially meaningful. A possible
drawback is that this description of the velocity model is more abstract and hence not as

user-friendly as the versatile layer-basedone. This sacrificeis, however, easy to make

for whoever agrees that ray tracing can and must be just the basis for further

complementaryand more complete seismic investigations.


